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In response to the recent global financial crisis, in 2009 the World economic 

Forum convened leaders across industry, government, academia, media and 

civil society as part of the Global Redesign Initiative. The Young Global Lead-

ers (YGL’s), a unique, multistakeholder community of exceptional young lead-

ers who share a commitment to shaping the global future, were also called 

upon to submit ideas, proposals and recommendations for action to contri b ute 

to solutions with a longer-term future outlook. As a response to the invitation 

for involvement, a group of 30 YGL’s decided that a broader and more diverse 

network of youth from around the world needed to be included in the 

discussions.

A series of online consultations and Town Hall meetings were facilitated 

with over 3,000 youth in over 30 countries and at the 2010 Annual Meeting 

of the World economic Forum in Davos, a report was presented highlighting 

the ideas and contributions of youth under the age of 25 that garnered an 

acknowledgement and response from over 14 Global Agenda Councils. To 

view the report and response, go to: http://projects.tigweb.org/ygl_youth

The Youth effect was created to inspire leaders of organizations across 

sectors to believe in the capability of youth and to develop the skills of estab-

lished leaders in being able to engage and collaborate more effectively with 

youth. It is part of an effort to ensure that children and youth are an integral 

part of designing, shaping and creating a more sustainable future.

We live in a world with increasing threats and risks such as rising rates 

in unemployment, crime, terrorism, and spread of diseases including HIV/

AIDS. It is important that youth do not see themselves as victims but as active 

agents of change. It is essential for established leaders to view youth not as 

part of the problem, but as part of the solution. 

our mandate

j e n n i f e r  c o r r i e r o
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1. David Jones

Recognizes that today’s youth or millennials are born in a world of unprec-

edented access to other people and information. They educate themselves 

through informal learning on the Internet and are capable of reaching more 

people and swaying more opinions using social media. older generations 

need to understand how today youth has the unprecedented power to effect 

change; leaders must find ways to work together with the millennials and 

take full advantage of all they have to offer. 

2. Penny Low

Begins with details of an encounter with a Syrian teenager risking her life 

to carry a petition letter signed by many youths. Low asks elders to enlarge 

physical and mental spaces to let youth into the leadership sphere. She elabo-

rates on the ICT revolution and the notion of people as changemakers.

3. Hon. Scott Brison

Asks leaders to address issues that matter to the youth as a way of involving 

them. He encourages not only understanding what is important to the youth 

but also implementing it. He acknowledges the fundamental changes in the 

labour market and discusses specific initiatives to involve youth such as intern-

ships, scholarships for public service, youth service programs, and outreach.

4. Juan Mario Laserna and Christine Balling

Agree that one of the greatest challenges in successfully engaging youth is 

motivating them into action. They stress the approach of “show don’t tell” 

in educating the youth about the rewards of getting involved. They further 

discuss the importance of engaging the youth in the democratic process.

5. HRH Crown Prince Haakon

urges leaders to believe in today’s youth and to give them opportunities. He 

supports Aristotle’s notion of commending the youth for trusting “feeling 

over reasoning”. His Royal Highness discusses how youth are not only quick 

at grasping the idea of dignity but also quick to act on it. They need to be 

encouraged as Champions of Global Dignity.

offering young people meaningful platforms to express their concerns 

while also articulating their hopes for the future is an essential part of cul-

tivating the next generation of leadership. It is also essential to addressing 

disillusionment and apathy of a generation who has a strong need for social 

ties and a desire to have an impact. We hope to create positive ripple effects 

by engaging with all generations to solve problems together.

each chapter of this book offers practical insights and suggestions on working 

with youth. As a way to warm up, please take the time to assess the ways that 

you currently engage with youth by asking yourself the following questions: 

• Do I believe in the importance of investing in youth?

• What were the early influences in my life that inspired my own lead-

ership?

• How frequently do I ask young people in my family and organization 

for their opinion and how seriously do I take their ideas when they 

are shared with me?

• How regularly do I take the time to mentor youth, share experiences 

and offer opportunities in both my personal and professional life?

• Do I actively offer leadership development opportunities for youth in 

my organization?

• Does my organization support community based groups that focus 

on youth empowerment?

• Does our board of directors include a young person?

• Do we consider young people to be important stakeholders for our 

organization and if so, what is our strategy for their involvement in 

helping us to design our products/services/processes?

• Does my organization have a youth advisory group that we regularly 

consult?

• Do we invest financial resources to support youth-led projects that 

address community problems?

In order to help guide you through the contents of this book and assist you in 

identifying the chapters that may offer perspectives most related to your inter-

ests, we have prepared a summary of each chapter. 
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11. Jennifer Corriero

Focuses on challenge based learning and embracing children’s creativity and 

curiosity. Jennifer encourages using technology in classrooms and reinventing 

current educational systems to bridge the gap between real world context 

and what is taught. Jennifer discusses ways to unleash the creative potential 

of youth.

12. Yair Goldfinger

Talks about the importance of having a physical meeting and discusses ways 

to structure and conduct these meetings. He encourages raising issues and 

coming up with solutions as a way of involving the youth and guiding them.

13. Teresa Kennedy

emphasizes youth empowerment through respecting them as present lead-

ers, providing relevant opportunities for engagement and growth and offer-

ing sustainable support. This would help young people develop the personal 

and social assets they need to be resilient and productive in the world. She 

stresses that “rather than fitting youth into our agenda, they [should] be-

come a part of setting the agenda.” 

14. Lorna Solis

Secondary school-aged youth in third world countries are the most power-

ful untapped resources. We need to engage youth, especially female youth, 

through workshops, empower them through ownership of projects and el-

evate them through tools for success.

15. Kingsley Bangwell

Looks at the intrinsic entrepreneurial streak in all of us but stresses that the 

real question is: are we obsessed with a new idea yet? Bangwell mentions the 

need for a systemic program to nurture the entrepreneurial streak in young 

entrepreneurs to have a global impact. He also strongly believes that a global 

platform is needed to showcase young entrepreneurs because celebrating 

them would inspire them to do more.

6. Wilmot Allen 

Believes that youth have social competitive advantages. He emphasizes that 

engaging youth in public discourse about public issues is critical as they are 

able to transcend the pressures which drive social divisions. He suggests 

ways to exploit the social competitive advantages of youth by presenting 

two different programs for diversity and provides principles for engaging 

youth on difficult social topics. 

7. Josh Spear

establishes the distinction between finding young people and reaching them. 

He says that finding young people is easier now but the focus should be on 

“reaching them”. His message is simple: “integrate don’t infiltrate”. Josh 

discusses the value of transparency, clarity, authenticity and collaboration.

8. Lucian Tarnowski 

Stresses on understanding Gen Y as they defined by change and are “digital 

natives” of social media. employers need to find new management approach 

to recruit, train and develop youth to bring out the best talents.

9. Adrian Cheok

Focuses on understanding today’s children who are born in a world of unlim-

ited communication due to the proliferation of new media and digital tech-

nologies. These tools provide children with new opportunities to be creative, 

connect with an audience and have outlets for their expressions. The Internet 

has provided children with spaces for creative innovation and group interac-

tions that can be further enhanced through specific initiatives that Cheok 

discusses.

10. Bhavneet Singh

Stresses that integrated media campaigns are successful in reaching youth. 

He talks about the Shuga campaign in Kenya which included an original 

three-part TV drama series with compelling HIV prevention and education 

messages. over 90% of Kenyan participants believed the show had an im-

pact on their thinking.
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20. Alberto Vollmer

Challenges leaders to focus on bringing out the best in people. They also 

need to build trust through basic diagnosis, soft leadership, a common vision 

and an unconstructive attitude and negotiation. In order to engage young 

people, we must first help them overcome fear. Vollmer emphasizes that 

“remember to be hard with the problem, while being soft with the solution.” 

21. nancy Lublin

Provides guidelines for communicating with teenagers and engaging them 

in a conversation. Some quick tips are asking specific questions that will in-

spire debates, citing hard facts and numbers to build trust and speaking with 

them, not at them. Lublin’s guidelines are simple and allow cross generational 

leaders to understand communication styles of today’s youth and ways to 

incorporate them in initiating a dialogue.

We hope you will be inspired by the stories, insights and strategies offered 

in this book!

Sincerely, Jennifer Corriero

Please share your reactions and reflections with us on 

twitter @yglvoices #youtheffect 

16. Alfredo Capote

Stresses the need to understand why the level of employment among youth 

seems to be decreasing. entrepreneurship is a viable tool for youth develop-

ment as it provides them with a better knowledge base to analyze, scrutinize 

and dissect different professional paths to develop vocational competence. 

The Pro empleo example from Mexico provides good ideas for organizations 

to reach out and foster youth entrepreneurship.

17. Carolina Müller-Möhl

encourages involving leaders from education, financial institutions and poli-

tics along with media campaigns to increase financial literacy among youth. 

She provides a background of the “LeARn MoneY” initiative which was 

initially presented at the World economic Forum in Dalian in 2009 and talks 

about initial results and the leaders involved.

18. Angel Cabrera

Discusses the evolution of the Global Business oath. He talks about acknowl-

edging management as a true profession and understanding its ultimate pur-

pose is to create sustainable and inclusive prosperity. He emphasizes the need 

for a universal code of conduct for business leaders as their decisions have to 

power to destroy or create; through initiatives such as The oath Project, these 

managerial decisions can be utilized to serve society and create sustainable 

value.

19. Javier Garcia

Provides a toolkit for inspiring young people to become change makers of the 

present and shapers of the future. His key messages include inspiring for a pur-

pose, using role models to communicate and inspire and utilizing web 2.0 to 

help young people organize themselves in positive ways. He outlines two case 

studies: first an on-line global experiment for the International Year of Chemis-

try and second, Great Scientists as Role models to Inspire the Youth. 
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s e c t i o n  i i
youth are global stakeholdres - why engage 
youth?
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understanding youth: three key differentiators
By whatever name they’re called—Generation next, Gen Y, echo boomers, 

millennials—today’s youth are a generation like no other. They are true digital 

natives, born into a world of bits and bytes, of ever-improving technologies, 

and rapidly proliferating modes of communication and commerce. In much 

of the world, they are more multicultural than any previous generation. To 

them, globalization and unprecedented access to other people and informa-

tion is simply the norm.

In my work with millennials—through the Havas companies and the 

one Young World (oYW) youth forum—I have come to admire a genera-

tion marked by seemingly limitless drive and potential. What really sets them 

apart, in my view, is their approach to education, their ability to influence, 

and their capacity to effect positive social change.

they are self-educators, designing their own life 
curricula
The digital revolution has given today’s youth entree to a virtually limitless 

repository of knowledge, ideas, and information. Whereas education used 

to be about access to quality teachers and elite academic institutions, now 

anyone with an Internet connection and sufficient interest can learn what-

ever they want, whenever they want, wherever they want. The Pew Research 

Center says the millennials are on track to become the most educated gen-

eration in history. Partly this has to do with record-high levels of enrollment 

in college and graduate schools, but it is also because of the vast levels of 

informal learning taking place online every day. From opinion blogs to gov-

ernment research sites, from learning tools such as Shmoop.com to discus-

sion forums and media archives, the Web is a place of boundless intelligence 

and resources. 

global youth demographic trends            
 d a v i d  j o n e s
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Writing in Fast Company, Chuck Salter described search site Google’s 

view that information is “a natural resource, one that should be mined and 

refined and sorted and universally distributed. Information is a necessity, like 

clean water.” Millennials are lapping it up. Recently, PayPal co-founder Peter 

Thiel announced a grant program to encourage kids to “stop out of school” 

and start their own businesses after high school rather than going on to col-

lege. In his view, young entrepreneurs have all the tools they need to come 

up with and implement ideas of great social and economic value. Formalized 

education is seen as just getting in the way.

their influence is far-reaching
When euro RSCG Worldwide asked millennials in five markets (China, France, 

India, united Kingdom, united States) what the biggest differentiator was 

between them and earlier generations, a plurality cited the fact that their 

generation is “more digital.” Their use of—and comfort with—digital tech-

nology and especially social media gives today’s youth the capacity to reach 

more people and sway more opinions, whether in regard to what new gad-

get to buy or which referendum to support. Age increasingly has less to do 

with leverage than with one’s reach and capacity to persuade—and millenni-

als have both in spades. Consider but two examples:

At age thirteen, Lane Sutton runs his own consulting business, complete 

with paying clients and invitations to address conferences and meet with 

Ceos. This eighth-grade student is considered one of the leading social media 

strategists. When he’s not advising the likes of Zappos Ceo Tony Hsieh and 

actor Tom Cruise, he’s reviewing movies, food, books, and gadgets on his Kid 

Critic website and for his 3,000+ followers on Twitter.’Tavi Williams started 

the Style Rookie blog when she was twelve years old. In the two years since, 

this young girl from Chicago has taken the fashion world by storm, invited to 

sit in the front row at the biggest runway shows, appearing on the cover of 

Pop magazine, being wooed with free clothing, and, most recently, selected 

to style new York Fashion Week’s season presentation, where she helped 

dress participants, including performers Amanda Blank and the Pierces. 

Whether advocating a product purchase, a cultural experience, or a 

point of view, this generation knows how to get heard.
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age increasingly has less to do with leverage than with one’s 
reach and capacity to persuade
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as a generation, they have unprecedented 
power to effect change

In euro RSCG’s study, 92 percent of millennials agreed the world needs to 

change, 84 percent consider it their duty to bring about that change, and near-

ly as many (82 percent) believe they have the power to do so. I believe them. 

The development of social media has coincided with the emergence of social 

issues of particular interest and relevance to today’s young people, includ-

ing climate change, child exploitation, immigration, and political oppression. 

oscar Morales, one of our fantastic oYW counselors, used Facebook to cre-

ate a movement against FARC, the Columbian terrorist organization. His ef-

forts led to some 12 million people marching against FARC in 200 cities in 

more than forty countries. In the u.S., DreamACTivist is a social media site 

led by migrant youth to push for passage of legislation that will help fix the 

immigration system. In France, ni Putes ni Soumises (neither Whores nor 

Submissives) is an organization started by teenage girls in Paris to mobilize for 

the rights of women and girls facing violence. They communicate with the 

international community through their website and Facebook page.

92 percent of millennials agreed the world needs 
to change, 84 percent consider it their duty to bring 
about that change, and nearly as many (82 percent) 
believe they have the power to do so.
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David Jones is co-founder of one Young World, an organization that aims to 

be the voice of people age 25 and under from around the world on critical 

international issues. He is also global Ceo of Havas Worldwide, running all 

creative, marketing, and design companies throughout the network of 300+ 

offices and in addition the global Ceo of euro RSCG Worldwide, the world’s 

largest advertising agency by global brands. David is a WeF Young Global 

Leader, was inducted into the American Advertising Federation’s “Hall of 

Achievement” in 2005 and named to the “40 under 40” lists of both Crain’s 

new York Business and Advertising Age. Kofi Annan selected David and his 

team to create and lead the Tck Tck Tck, Time for Climate Justice Campaign, 

which garnered more than 17 million climate allies. David also worked closely 

with David Cameron and the Conservative Party in the u.K. from 2007 to the 

successful election victory.

d a v i d  j o n e s

conclusion
In no other era have youth had such enormous capacity and potential 

to influence the broader society and effect real social change. It is up 

to those of us in older generations to support their efforts with the 

full weight of the tools, knowledge, and resources available to us. 

This is a generation that wants to make a genuine difference, not just 

for themselves but for all of us here now and generations to come. 

They are smart, they are savvy, they are plugged in, and they have the 

creativity and passion we desperately need as we work to solve the 

world’s most pressing issues. It is of vital importance that we invite 

them into our work and take full advantage of all they have to offer.

Source: “Millennials and Social Media,” euro RSCG Worldwide, Fall 2010 (Sample: 2,500 

millennials ages 18–25 in China, France, India, united Kingdom, and united States)

8 in 10 millennials 

believe their generation 

has a duty to change 

the world and the 

power to do so.

7 in 10 millennials 

believe social media 

is a force for change, 

and 6 in 10 call social me-

dia “the new power 

of youth”.

4 in 10 millennials cit-

ed “the people, pow-

ered by social media” 

as the greatest agent of 

change—more than twice 

as many as gave that 

honor to politics.
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The year was 1993. The place was a port at the Greek island of Ios. It was 

5am in the morning, I was waiting for the next steamer to take me to San-

torini, on a leg of my year long hitch hiking trip around eastern europe. She, 

a solitary15 year old Syrian teenager, was on the move to change her world. 

Alone and shivering in the cold winds of Ios, our skinny Syrian girl had little 

on her back, except a dream, a hope, an aspiration and unfailing determina-

tion to transform her country. She carried with her a petition letter signed 

by many youths like her, and was making her way to the mightier powers in 

europe, despite the lack of money or companion. Against all odds. When I 

asked her how it can be possible, her lips quivered from the biting cold, but 

with a steady voice and broken english, she said ‘I don’t know when and how 

I will go there. I need to save my country. My people depend on me, this is 

the letter, I’ll just keep going till I’m there. Tomorrow will be a better day”. 

The encounter left a deep impression on me. I do not know what is the 

outcome of her journey, but I do learn from this young fighter, that indeed, 

there is a revolution in waiting. This revolution will be fuelled by the hopes, 

aspirations and actions of youths, who are fearless and unstoppable. Just as 

baby boomers redefine social, economic, political and even cultural changes 

in the last half of the 20th century, this generation will reshape the 21st 

century. However, to see and be meaningful and active agents in the world, 

youths must step up and visualise themselves in a future where they can 

assume responsible and accountable adult roles. only when they can ex-

trapolate a viable future for themselves, will they be able to function in a self 

directed manner. Youths have the greatest stake in shaping tomorrow. Hence 

youths must come forward to contribute their ideas and efforts, instead of 

leaving everything to their elders.

youth as influencers and proactive agents              
p e n n y  l o w
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elders on the other hand, must enlarge both physical and mental space for 

youths, such that experiments and failures are seen as part of the growing 

pains and learning journey. Mutual trust must be built, so that each under-

stands that once the opportunity is enlarge, there will be good people willing 

and ready to fill them. As an old native American saying goes, we do not 

inherit our world from our parents, we actually borrow it from our young 

people. As policy makers, the faster and better we understand this and work 

with them, the better it is for everyone.

We live in a rapidly changing world; characterised by global power shifts, 

underlined by advancements made in the information-communication world, 

otherwise known as the ‘ICT’ revolution that reshaped our norms and rou-

tines. Few understand the potential and use of ICT better than the youths. 

While most adults are cyber immigrants, there is an emerging group of cyber 

natives who navigates the cyber space like fish to water, and treats the word 

as his/her oyster. Today, there are more mobile phones and internet connec-

tions in the world than there are schools and electricity. The almost omnipres-

ence of mobile phones and internet, at even the most remote villages and 

at affordable prices, have allowed people to access information and connect 

with each other across the world. Individual are no longer lone rangers, but 

are able to collaborate and form cyber ‘tribes’ that can turn ideas into ac-

tion, and mobilize resources from China to Chile, and America to Australia. 

This fearless, tireless and collaborative spirit of the youths was epitomized in 

the recent inaugural Youth olympics Games (YoG) held in Singapore, Aug 

2010. Just as we thought the olympics must be about human determina-

tion and competition, the YoG was more than that. More precisely, YoG 

became a platform not just for competition, but also cultural and educational 

exchanges. In Singapore, schools adopt each of the 200+ countries that was 

represented at the YoG, and created bridges and learning journeys between 

countries. Youths interacted with each other via the ICT before their arrival 

in Singapore, learnt about each other’s culture and country, and when they 

finally met, they spent many evenings deepening their knowledge of each 

other, and how they can work together. I have no doubt that these friend-

ships will go a long way in enabling them to work together to create their 

vision of their future. What is clear is that it will be futile to stop the world 

from becoming more complex or interconnected or globalised. We need to 

go with the flow, give it a gentle yet generous push, to encourage our youths 

to go out there to live, work, play and experiment, become global citizens 

and bring that experience back with them, to build a better world. 

A better world ? As we stand at the end of the first decade of the 21st 

century (2010), we look back and ask ourselves what really changed the 

world. Is it technology? new discoveries? or knowledge? As we look for-

ward, we ask ourselves what would really matter to us and influence the 

way we work, play and live in future? Is it technology? new discoveries? or 

knowledge? Very soon, we will come to only one conclusion. Technology, 

knowledge and new discoveries are neutral on its own. They are non active 

agents. It is PeoPLe who are the change makers. It is PeoPLe who decide on 

questions of who, what, when, why, where, how and how much to allocate 

and produce. It is PeoPLe who decide and form normative constructs and 

shape socio-economic-political norms. In the hustle bustle of building finan-

cial prosperity, have we decided on what are the future ethos, shapes, sizes, 

flavours of this world that we want our children to live in ? More pertinently, 

what do our youths want?
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 The human existence is meaning and value based; not just wins 

and money based. Human progress is multi-dimensional, and includes 

socio-economic-political-spiritual-environmental balance. To para-

phrase Gandhi, we measure a society’s progress by the well being of 

the poorest amongst us. Growth needs to be inclusive. An inclusive 

world advocates the acceptance of all fellow human beings and dig-

nifies self i.e. regardless of religion, language, ability or background. 

Sustainability requires harmonious co-existence of human beings, of 

us and our eco-system. A better world gives us hope, meaning and 

purposeful lives. These are the fundamental philosophies of the So-

cial Innovation Park (SIP) Ltd (www.socialinnovationpark.org), which I 

have founded to build a more inclusive, sustainable and better world. 

I invite you to join SIP in our movement to be a change maker in mak-

ing a more inclusive, sustainable and better world.

To close this chapter, please allow me to quote from my Prime 

Minister, Mr Lee Hsien Loong in a speech in 2001: “Youths are the 

future of Singapore. You have to build tomorrow’s Singapore, on 

the foundations of what the earlier generation has accomplished, 

through sheer gumption and perseverance. You need to dream your 

own dreams, define the hopes and aspirations of your generation, 

blaze your own trail forward, and work together to overcome hurdles 

and achieve your own goals.”
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Penny is a Member of Parliament from Singapore who is known for her pio-

neer efforts at social innovation and promotion of the arts and eco-town. 

Penny chaired the Government Parliamentary Committees (GPC) for Ministry 

of Information, Communication and the Arts, and serves on the GPCs for 

Ministry of Finance,, Ministry for Trade & Industry and Ministry of education. 

She is also a Labour union Advisor, active on several national committees, 

in particular those promoting enterprises and social entrepreneurship, town 

and community development, inter-nation parliamentary friendship groups 

and boards of education and innovation across the world. Penny is also a se-

rial entrepreneur who has founded various organizations in the wealth man-

agement industry and innovation; including the Social Innovation Park Ltd, 

which spans across 8 countries. Penny is a hitch hiker who has traversed more 

than 60 countires. She was also honoured as a founding member of the new 

Asian Leader and a Young Global Leader (World economic Forum). a Yale 

World Fellow and Yale Scholar.

p e n n y  l o w

we live in a rapidly changing world; characterised by global 
power shifts, underlined by advancements made in the 

information-communication world, otherwise known 
as the ‘ict’ revolution that reshaped our norms and routines.
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A few months ago a columnist for the national Post, one of Canada’s na-

tional newspapers, wrote about an opinion poll of Canadian youth. He 

cited the fact that young people prioritize climate change over the financial 

crisis as proof of their folly. The reality is quite the opposite. While citizens 

nearing retirement age stand to lose the most from the economic crisis, it is 

today’s youth who will inherit the catastrophic effects of a warming planet. 

The poll clearly demonstrates that youth, like any other rational group, care 

about issues that directly affect them. Consequently, to engage youth, we, 

as leaders, must address issues that matter to them. In politics and in busi-

ness, this means engaging in meaningful discussions on issues like climate 

change and education. 

Discussion is only half the battle; youth also want to see results. To 

successfully engage young people, we must also demonstrate that public 

service and public engagement can make a difference. The onus is on the 

leaders of today not only to address issues that young people care about, 

but prove that public engagement can deliver results. Defining what suc-

cess is and effectively communicating progress will encourage potential 

leaders to step up to the plate.

Idealism, hope and change are essential parts of growing up and are 

qualities of meaningful citizenship. These sentiments often penetrate the 

core of youths’ conception of self and are important motivational factors. 

If politicians, public servants, and chief executives cannot demonstrate au-

thentic and value-based leadership, it will discourage youth thinking about 

global leadership as a pathway to enact constructive change. If we are 

committed to encouraging the development of young leaders, we must use 

hold ourselves to as high a standard as those we expect to inspire. 

prioritizing the future of our planet

 s c o t t  b r i s o n
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Finally, the labour market has fundamentally changed over the past 

fifty years. Jobs for life within a single company or sector are neither a 

present reality nor desirable. Today’s youth fully expect to switch between 

companies, organizations and sectors throughout their careers. Promoting 

the development of successful leaders should recognize this reality and en-

courage and award movement between the public and private sectors. In 

addition to encouraging more people to serve, private and not-for-profit ex-

perience can be vital to successful decisions in government and vice-versa. 

Successful leadership development begins with our young people. It is 

our responsibility, however, to provide the space to encourage the leaders 

of tomorrow. In thinking about leadership development, we must remem-

ber that unless we are addressing issues that directly concern youth in an 

authentic and honest manner, we will fail to motivate the youth of today to 

take on the challenges of tomorrow.

successful leadership development begins with our young 
people. it is our responsibility, however, to provide the space 

to encourage the leaders of tomorrow.
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increased emphasis on internships and fellowships
Internships offer hands-on experience and personal mentorship opportuni-

ties. In turn, interns can also offer fresh and innovative ideas to the orga-

nizations for which they work. Internships, however, must be structured to 

enable meaningful experiences or else they will fail to inspire. Motivating 

interns with specific projects or initiatives and including a healthy dose of 

responsibility, will in turn generate more valuable work and inspire interns 

to take on more responsibility in the future. Internships also offer unique op-

portunities for younger students and professionals to interact with and learn 

from people already in leadership positions. The most productive internships 

are those that delegate specific responsibility and provide opportunity for 

close personal contact with established leaders.

scholarships for public service
Regular officer Training Plan of the Canadian Military and similar programs 

around the world reward those who have chosen to serve their country with 

an education. A similar program could be initiated for youth who have dem-

onstrated a sustained commitment to serving their community. Scholarships 

for public service would encourage more young people to become engaged 

in local, national and international causes by recognizing their commitment 

with a subsidized education. 

specif ic in it iat ives
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youth service programs
Internships offer hands-on experience and personal mentorship opportuni-

ties. In turn, interns can also offer fresh and innovative ideas to the orga-

nizations for which they work. Internships, however, must be structured to 

enable meaningful experiences or else they will fail to inspire. Motivating 

interns with specific projects or initiatives and including a healthy dose of 

responsibility, will in turn generate more valuable work and inspire interns 

to take on more responsibility in the future. Internships also offer unique op-

portunities for younger students and professionals to interact with and learn 

from people already in leadership positions. The most productive internships 

are those that delegate specific responsibility and provide opportunity for 

close personal contact with established leaders.

combining youth service and internships
Linking youth service programs, like Canada World Youth, to private- or 

public-sector internships would give aspiring leaders with experience in the 

not-for-profit/volunteer experience in a private sector environment. Such pro-

grams could foster the confidence in youth to cross sectoral boundaries fur-

ther on inx their careers—an attribute that we must encourage in the leaders 

of tomorrow.

motivating interns with specific projects or initiatives and 
including a healthy dose of responsibility, will in turn 
generate more valuable work and inspire interns to take 
on more responsibility in the future.
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internships offer hands-on experience and personal mentorship 
opportunities.
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outreach
outreach is integral to promoting leadership development. Beyond simply 

speeches and presentations, outreach is a commitment to engage youth, 

from talking about issues that matter to impromptu encounters—small chats 

after a lecture for example. The rapport established at such events can convey 

a personal vote of confidence and inspire youth to get involved. As leaders of 

today, we have a responsibility to venture out into high schools, universities 

and colleges to actively engage youth.

Scott Brison, the Liberal Member of Parliament for Kings-Hants (nova Sco-

tia), has won election to Canada’s House of Commons in five general elec-

tions: June 1997, november 2000, June 2004, January 2006 and october 

2008.  He is a key Liberal Party spokesperson on economic issues and current-

ly serves in the official opposition Shadow Cabinet as the Liberal Party Critic 

for International Trade and as Chairman of the Leader’s Advisory Committee 

on economic Strategy. He is a member of the House of Commons Standing 

Committee on International Trade.

 s c o t t  b r i s o n
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Today’s youth carry on their shoulders the burden of shaping tomorrow’s 

world. So too are they burdened with past generations’ mistakes and mis-

steps. Far too few young people - especially those in developing countries 

who do not enjoy the abundant freedoms and resources available in First 

World countries - have neither the desire nor the sense of their potential to 

effect change. To a disenfranchised, impoverished young person, the future 

and her role in shaping it is nothing more than a meaningless abstraction. 

Thus, one of the greatest challenges in successfully engaging youth is to 

motivate them into action. 

By motivating youth into action, we aim to facilitate the following transitions:

• self-pity – pride & selflessness

• apathy – active participation

• anarchy & violence – democratic empowerment

turning self-pity into a sense of pride & selflessness
Self-pitying is a considered attitude which stunts one’s ability to rise above 

ones circumstances. While a disadvantaged youth has every reason to regret 

her circumstances and “feel sorry for herself,” we do her a great, patronizing 

disservice by not encouraging her to stop focusing on the circumstances of 

which she is a victim and to start re-focusing on the circumstances as a prob-

lem she can solve. Given encouragement, guidance and the proper tools, a 

young person can find herself looking outward instead of inward, seeing her-

self as someone who can take pride in her community’s potential and pride in 

her potential to help her community. 

motivation for action

j u a n  M a r i o  l a s e r n a
c h r i s t i n e  b a l l i n g



one of the greatest challenges in successfully engaging youth is 
to motivate them into action.
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inspiring the apathetic to become active participants
Hopelessness and helplessness breed apathy. It is no wonder that the young-

er, poorest members of a highly stratified society choose not to participate in 

constructive political and/or social activism. While many young people have 

the intellect and the innate leadership qualities which would suggest a great 

ability to better themselves and their communities, their lack of education, 

financial means, and family support present hurdles which seem insurmount-

able. If we present realistic options to today’s youth; if we show - and not just 

tell - how “getting involved” can be a rewarding experience, then we can 

invigorate them to the point of taking action, speaking out, and embarking 

on a community project. 

presenting democratic empowerment as an 
alternative to anarchy and violence
In a struggling democracy such as Colombia’s, for example, the cry, “Your 

Voice; Your Vote” falls upon all too many [young] deaf ears. Though Colom-

bia has made great strides towards becoming a stable “state” in every sense 

of the word, many regions are still plagued by anti-democratic rebel and 

drug cartel violence. While young people might learn in school about “What 

Is a Democracy,” their day-to-day experiences cast but a dim light on how a 

democratic government serves them, and how they might participate in the 

democratic process. We cannot underestimate the temptation presented to 

disenfranchised youth to join those who seek to disrupt the democratic state. 

(Sadly, the offer is often some nominal material gain and a false promise 

of glory.) We must engage young people in some form of the democratic 

process, encourage them to vote based on their respective convictions and 

again, show, and not merely tell how the democratic process is indeed theirs.

key statistics
An article appearing in the october 7th , 2009 edition of the Los Angeles 

Times cited a study which found that 64% of FARC (the guerrilla terrorist 

group, the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia) recruits are fourteen 

years old or younger. 

Due to various presidential candidates’ aggressive strategy to engage 

young voters, over 4 million voters between the ages of 18 and 26 partici-

pated in the March 14, 2010 Colombian presidential primary - 30% more 

than had voted in the 2006 presidential elections. 

Antanas Mockus, one of the Presidential candidates who ultimately lost 

to Juan Manuel Santos, used Facebook to engage young voters. His surge in 

popularity with young, first time voters was dubbed the “Green Tsunami” - 

“green” for the Green Party which he represented. Within a two period dur-

ing his campaign, he acquired nearly 800,000 Facebook “fans,” putting him 

in the 8th place among the Top 10 List of Politicians on the web.

conclusion
As is evidenced by the enduring success of the Villahermosa Playground Res-

toration Project described in the following Case Study section, motivating 

young people into action works. Armed with external motivation, the power 

of the democratic process and [new] faith in their ability and duty to serve 

others, young people can make a lasting mark on their communities, their 

country, and on our world. 
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background
Juan Mario Laserna focused his 2009-2010 senatorial campaign in the 

department of Tolima, whose history includes many violent chapters. 

The terrorist guerrilla group, the FARC (the Revolutionary Armed Forc-

es of Colombia) was “born” there. And while Tolimenses today enjoy a 

much greater sense of security then they had a decade ago, the FARC 

and the eLn (national Liberation Army) guerillas, along with paramili-

tary groups remain active. economic conditions and the department’s 

infrastructure have improved over the last several years, but there is 

much more work to be done. Tolima remains an under developed and 

dangerous region whose youngest generations lack much hope for 

the future. 

Villahermosa is one of the 47 municipalities Juan Mario visited, 

often accompanied by his American wife, Christine Balling. Like 

many villages in Colombia, Villahermosa’s history is marred by years 

of violence. The people of Villahermosa, as proud and as resilient as 

they are, have suffered greatly in the hands of the eLn, not to men-

tion generations of corrupt politicians.

Many Tolimense teenagers living in impoverished and isolated 

conditions are at best disillusioned with their government and at 

worst, happily recruited by those who take up arms against it. They 

have little or no faith in Colombia’s democracy, nor do they feel em-

powered to effect any sort of meaningful change, even at the grass-

roots level. 

Juan Mario and Christine first visited Villahermosa in May 2009. 

After the usual round of speeches and lunch, a teenager named 

Heider Aldubier Carrillo approached Christine and requested a 

meeting with his local youth group, el Grupo Juvenil de Villaher-

mosa. When Christine and Juan Mario sat down with the kids, they 

proved to be an extraordinarily impassioned, well spoken and po-

litically savvy group. They listed the many things of which Villaher-

mosa was in desperate need. one of the things they mentioned 

was that town’s two playgrounds had been long since abandoned, 

case study
playground restoration project: villahermosa, tolima colombia



given their state of disrepair, that the youngest kids had nowhere 

safe to play, had nowhere safe to learn to socialize, had nowhere 

safe to just be kids. 

Inspired by Juan Mario’s and her high school alma mater’s (Phillips 

Academy Andover) “non Sibi Day” program, in which alumni around 

the world perform a “day of service,” Christine suggested to Heider 

that he and the youth group visit the playgrounds and assess, in detail, 

what would be required to refurbish them. 

Several weeks later, Christine returned to Villahermosa with mem-

bers of her newly founded foundation, Fundacion eCCo. She met with 

the youth group and outlined the following plan: The kids were to 

give her a tour of the two playgrounds. Then, they would convene 

as “a body politic:” They would debate which playground should be 

renovated and why; they would vote; and, based on the voting re-

sults, one member of the group would author - then and there - a 

Resolution For Action, which they would all sign. In turn, Christine, 

the Mayor of Villahermosa, and the Councilmen who were involved 

would honor the youth group’s decision. In the end, el Grupo Juvenil 

de Villahermosa mandated to repair the playground in the poorest 

section of town, Villa uribia.

the objective, the strategy, and the challenges
The objective of the Villahermosa playground reconstruction project 

was straight forward: to facilitate the refurbishment of an important 

public space via a plan executed by young members of the community. 

The strategy was to motivate the youth group into action by em-

phasizing the importance of democratic process; to show and not 

merely to tell how democracy works, even on the smallest scale. 

The greatest challenges were political. First, it was crucial to gain the 

trust of the youth group and to let them know that the project was, 

in fact, “a reality,” and was in no way associated with a political cam-

paign. Second, it was the youth group’s challenge to resist pressure 

from local politicians to choose one playground over the other. Third, 

as a de facto representative of the united States in a region whose in-

habitants are not necessarily fond of Americans on principle, Christine 

had to tread lightly.

outcome
After Christine’s visit to Villahermosa in July, she met with Heider on 

two separate occasions in Tolima’s capital, Ibague. (As her visits to Vil-

lahermosa required a military police escort, she could not meet with 

Heider there.) She and Heider made a list of the preparations to be 

made before the Ibague-based jungle-gym manufacturer would deliv-

er and build the new jungle-gym on day prior to “non Sibi Day.” 

In the weeks that followed, el Grupo Juvenil de Villahermosa spent 

several days working on their own to prepare the park: removing the 

garbage, digging up tires which we buried in the ground, etc. 

on August 22nd, 2009, Christine returned to Villahermosa to join 

the youth group as they made the finishing touches, painting the fences 

and picking up the remaining garbage. The youngest members of Villa 

uribia were there in full force, eager to explore their new playground 

for the first time. Music, dancing and speeches ensued. Heider’s speech 

– his first public speaking engagement – was particularly moving. He 

spoke on behalf of el Grupo Juvenil de Villahermosa thus (translated): 

“With this park we demonstrate that we young people can achieve 

things, that we have the right to take action and the ability to influ-

ence our community for better or for worse.” 

Finally, as a testament to the project’s successful outcome, the fol-

lowing are translated excerpts from letters written by the Mayor of 

Villahermosa and the Governor of Tolima, respectively. As the mayor 

writes, the Villahermosa Playground Restoration Project further moti-

vated el Grupo Juvenil de Villahermosa to continue to achieve its goal 

of establishing a collective dairy farm:

“The construction of the “non Sibi” playground in Villa 

uribia section of Villahermosa was a proud moment in my 

community’s recent history. The group of youngsters with 

whom Dra. Christine Balling de Laserna worked demonstrat-

ed their social consciousness, their concern for our youngest 

citizens and their willingness to do work together over a pe-

riod of a few months, to create a safe, clean and fun space 

in which the children in our poorest neighborhood could 

play....It was wonderful to see what the young people of Vil-

lahermosa achieved when given the chance. 
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The non Sibi playground was completed in August of 2009. Today I 

am happy to say that not only have the youth group lived up to their 

promise to maintain the playground, but that the group has since 

made a lot of progress on another project, that of a collective dairy 

farm. I think that the non Sibi project gave the kids a new sense of 

self-confidence and a renewed commitment to bettering the future 

of our wonderful town. I hope that more communities in Tolima will 

have the opportunity to benefit from such great work.”    

 

 Mayor of Villahermosa Ricardo Vallejo May, 2010

“I have personally met with some of the teenagers who helped build 

the non Sibi playground. They were not only motivated by the experi-

ence, they were changed by it. They were given fresh hope for their 

town’s future and touched by the bond they forged with Dra. Chris-

tine Balling de Laserna. And, they created something lasting for their 

community. By making such projects possible, Fundacion eCCo fills a 

small gap that department or municipal governments cannot always 

fill.” 

                     Governor of Tolima oscar Barreto, May, 2010

Juan Mario Laserna is currently a Senator for the Republic of Colombia, for the 

period 2010 to 2014.His previous professional experiences include the position 

of Consultant at the International Development Bank, General Director of Public 

Credit of Colombia from 1999-2002 and Deputy Minister of Finance of Colombia 

from 1998-1999. He also served as Campaign Adviser to the former president 

of Colombia, as Special Assistant to the Secretary-General of the organization 

of American States in Washington DC from 1994-1995 and as Adviser to the 

President of Colombia on economic Affairs from 1993-1994. Laserna holds an 

MBA in Business Administration from Stanford university and a BA in economics 

from Yale university. 

j u a n  M a r i o  l a s e r n a

Christine Balling is the Founder of Fundacion eCCo, a non-profit which sup-

ports cultural institutions such as the Conservatory of Tolima, and neighborhood 

improvement projects executed by the youth of the department of Tolima, Co-

lombia. In August 2009, the foundation organized the construction of a “non 

Sibi Playground” in the remote mountain village of Villahermosa. Christine is 

currently serving her sixth year as a member of the Phillips Academy Andover 

Alumni Council and has been involved with several non-profit organizations over 

the past two decades, including Big Brothers & Big Sisters of new York City, 

the Los Angeles Mayor’s Crisis Response Team, the West Los Angeles Veterans 

Administration Hospital and the American Red Cross. She holds a BA degree in 

english Literature from Barnard College, Columbia university and studied harp at 

the Manhattan School of Music. 

c h r i s t i n e  b a l l i n g
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“They would always rather do noble deeds than useful ones; their lives are reg-

ulated more by moral feeling than by reasoning; and whereas reasoning leads 

us to choose what is useful, moral goodness leads us to choose what is noble.” 

This is what Aristotle wrote about the nature of youth in the 3rd cen-

tury B.C. 

The quote reveals at least two things: The nature of youth is more or less 

the same at any time in history, anywhere in the world. And secondly: It clari-

fies why youth is such an important target group for positive change – indeed 

the real drivers of positive change. 

A consequence of this fact is that most of the people I have admired 

over the last few years have been young people I have met in very different 

situations. A few of them I use as role models for leadership and high ethical 

standard. Some fantastic young people I have met have shown leadership 

under such hard conditions that I can picture them taking a leading position 

within almost any field. 

The universal nature of youth is one thing. But I believe today’s youth – 

the ones you find at almost any school almost anywhere in the world – are 

highly competent people with knowledge and experience that established 

leaders cannot afford to miss. Youth today live in an extreme world regarding 

diversity, conflict, opportunities and technical means of connecting with oth-

ers. The global networks of youth are far ahead what established leaders of 

today had when they were young. 

youth as champions of global dignity     
h r h  c r o w n 

p r i n c e  h a a k o n
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From 2006 I have been visiting schools and talked to students all around 

the world together with my fellow YGLs John Hope Bryant and Pekka Hi-

manen. We have arranged so called Dignity Days – which is the main activity 

of our organization Global Dignity. We have three goals: To spur a global 

conversation on dignity, to arrange Dignity Days at schools and promote dig-

nity based leadership. This year, Dignity day will be held at over two thirds of 

norwegian high schools – and in around 40 countries world wide. 

What strikes me during my very diverse meetings with youth around the 

world, is how similar they define dignity – and how relevant it feels for most 

young people to discuss this issue as a core value of our time. 

These are some of the dignity-stories we have been told:

In Jordan, a girl stood up and told how annoyed she had been when 

she got a visually impaired teacher. The girl was very ambitious, and thought 

she would get less quality training because of the teachers’ handicap. When 

the teacher later became the first blind person in Jordan to earn her PhD, the 

student completely shifted her perspective. She realized that she was proud 

that this had been her teacher and that she had learned something more 

important from her than from any of her other teachers.

In South Africa, during the riots in 2009, a girl told how her grand-

mother covered and hided some of the immigrants in her home, who were 

targets of the riots. 

In norway, a Muslim student told how her friend had started to walk to 

and from school together with a Jewish boy who was being bullied – to sup-

port and protect him. 

I particularly like this third story. It shows the genius of youth in beautiful 

simplicity. It hits the core of what the world’s leaders have been struggling so 

hard over so many years to achieve. 

Youth find it incredibly easy to grasp the idea of dignity – and even bet-

ter: how it can be operatonalized into practical action. They are truly Cham-

pions of Global Dignity. 
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So what do we need to do to create positive change? It is not enough 

to merely accept the inherent dignity of all human beings. our actions 

must reflect the dignity of others. In my view dignity consists of two 

main parts: Firstly, inherent dignity and secondly, perceived dignity—a 

sort of dignity capital. We all have the ability to increase other peo-

ple’s dignity capital – and thus increase our own. 

This is about doing all we can to become the best of ourselves 

– by making conscious decisions – and making the best out of our 

recourses. 

empower youth with these opportunities when they are still – ac-

cording to Aristotle – more regulated by moral feelings and noble 

deeds than by reasoning – and maybe, maybe some of them will stay 

that way...

His Royal Highness is heir to the norwegian throne and son of His Majesty King 

Harald and Her Majesty Queen Sonja. He served in the Royal norwegian navy 

and graduated from the norwegian naval Academy in 1995. The following 

year, he served on board a patrol boat. He holds a BA in Political Science from 

the university of California at Berkeley and a Master’s in Development Studies 

from the London School of economics. He also attended the Foreign Ministry’s 

one-year trainee course. The Crown Prince has an extensive number of official 

engagements in norway. He is patron of various norwegian associations, in-

cluding the norwegian International Film Festival, the norwegian Asthma and 

Allergy Association and Stavanger Symphony orchestra. The Crown Prince is 

Goodwill Ambassador for the united nations Development Programme, where 

he particularly focuses on promoting the Millennium Developmental Goals.

h r h  c r o w n
p r i n c e  h a a k o n
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I work with youth and young adults (15-24) in my roles as uSA country leader 

for a global nGo which promotes youth employment and entrepreneurship, 

as a graduate fellow of a research center at Georgetown university and as 

a teaching pastor of an African American church. In each context, I observe 

that youth employ a sociological competitive advantage: they are able to 

transcend social and cultural boundaries better than adults. I attribute this 

phenomenon to two factors: the virtues of an emerging identity and the 

privilege of economic dependence. Youth possess an openness to engage 

the world, a fertile imagination and are more risk-taking in their approach to 

new social situations because this enables identity formation. They have more 

narrowly defined social “faultlines.” Given that most youth are economically 

supported by adults, they do not have to confront the realities of economic 

competition which can often deter from engaging new cultures and those 

of different socio-economic groups. In this chapter, I suggest ways to exploit 

this social competitive advantage by presenting two different programs for 

diversity: the first was less popular with youth and the second has generated 

tremendous results. I conclude by suggesting some principles for engaging 

youth on difficult social topics, from sexism to ageism. 

georgetown university - pluralism in action 
The Berkeley Center for Religion, Peace and World Affairs at Georgetown 

university recently published a report entitled “When Diversity Meets the 

Global Market: Forging a new Generation of Business Leaders.” It presents 

perspectives of business leaders and university students on the significance of 

diversity for global citizenship. I was not involved with this project but value it 

as a useful tool for understanding how diversity education is viewed by Mil-

lennials. one section of the report presents an illuminating commentary on a 

diversity initiative which did not work well for many Georgetown university 

barriers to overcome

w i l M o t  a l l e n
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students and why. The program is Pluralism in Action and I include an excerpt 

of the commentary:

Pluralism in Action is a mandatory event for all incoming Georgetown univer-

sity students designed to “[help} students feel comfortable in an environment 

that includes individuals different from themselves and to learn to celebrate 

those differences. At this event, people read excerpts from randomly chosen 

college entrance essays and then engage the students in a dialogue about 

the diversity of their peers. our survey revealed that the majority of students 

strongly dislike this program. 

Students gave multiple reasons why they disliked the event. Many said 

it seemed forced or staged and that they felt uncomfortable sharing with 

strangers. one said, “Training is not the same as the real world,” while an-

other said, “You cannot ‘study’ intercultural diversity, you have to experience 

it.” This sentiment is analogous to our findings that students prefer extracur-

ricular and social experiences to formal and academic training. 

Many students did not like that Pluralism in Action was mandatory. one 

student said, “When an event is mandatory, students are inclined to resent 

it.” Another student disliked the way in which Pluralism in Action presented 

intercultural understanding. She said, “Framing diversity as a problem on 

campus is really negative. I don’t think we have a diversity problem. It needs 

to be discussed in a more positive manner.” And another said, “Diversity 

training converts people who already believe and does little to change those 

that don’t”

yes global network
The thematic perspective from the Berkeley Center report that diversity edu-

cation must be more experiential and less ideational is profound and should 

direct our best efforts to encourage more tolerance and partnership across 

social lines which have traditionally separated us. one organization which 

effectively promotes diversity education in this way is YeS (Youth employ-

ment and Sustainability) organization. YeS consists of a network of nGos 

in over 50 countries around the world (mostly in the global south) which 

focus on facilitating employment and encouraging entrepreneurship among 

youth. For almost a decade, the organization has convened its members and 

supporters at global summits, from egypt to Paraguay. YeS programs consist 

of enterprise development, leadership training and entrepreneurship educa-

“every generation needs a new revolution” 
thomas jefferson
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tion. YeS’ approach to encouraging diversity is through mobilizing youth of 

diverse backgrounds to work on projects which improve their lives. If you 

attend a YeS global summit, you won’t find any symposia focusing on any 

“ism” or advocating for the advancement of any social group (as important 

as these undertakings are). Instead, tolerance and respect for differences are 

embraced through collective action on projects which are changing life op-

portunities for youth. At the 2010 YeS Global Summit in Sweden co-hosted 

by the Tallberg Foundation, one of the symposia for country leaders focused 

on creating a “meshwork” process for identifying resource needs and ad-

dressing local problems through the international network of leaders. A great 

deal of the work was led by women, people of color, handicapped individuals 

and those from a variety of socio-economic and geographical backgrounds. 

Learning first-hand the challenges facing the diverse communities of the 

leaders and working on solving those problems collectively worked to achieve 

solutions and promote respect for differences as a by product. 

I highlight the primary lessons from the Pluralism in Action project and 

the work of YeS which can help shape efforts to encourage youth to over-

come social barriers as the following: 

one 
use Praxis as Pedagogy: Youth connect from experience and action more 

than discussion and dialogue. This approach can also result in a paradigm 

shift for encouraging diversity which the emerging generations can pioneer. 

two 
Increase The Stakes: Wide and sustainable engagement by youth is observed 

more in situations where the stakes for their participation are high. Connect-

ing economic empowerment or life skill development which has tangible, 

short-term benefits for youth can help to engage more seriously. “What do I 

get out of it” is important for everyone, particularly those from marginalized 

communities. 

three
Frame empathy As A Social Asset: Finding ways to encourage role juxtaposi-

tion in discussing or problem-solving in a group environment is a powerful 

way to address social barriers. A true barometer of how much social progress 

our global society has made will be evident when advocacy for diversity is not 

the peculiar onus of women for gender equality, blacks for racial progress or 

the poor for economic justice. Promoting empathy through role juxtaposition 

can help move us in the right direction. 

four
Take the Lid off: Youth should not be limited by our experiences in engaging 

diversity. Allow Millennials to educate us all on new perspectives, new tools 

and new values to promote greater diversity and insights into how to over-

come social barriers. 

Just as with the corporations in the marketplace and nation-states in global 

political economy, youth as a social demographic have competitive advan-

tages in addressing and overcoming public challenges. These benefits enable 

youth to transcend many of the competitive pressures which drive social divi-

sions. We must all strive to help youth discover their own voice, attend to the 

voices of their peers from different backgrounds and work together in ways 

greater than any other generations to improve the state of the world. Let the

revolution continue…
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Wilmot Allen is an international management consultant and social entrepreneur 

committed to increasing sustainability for corporations and communities through 

his company, 1 World enterprises, which operates as a consulting company on 

development and a producer of social relevant media. He is a former investment 

banker and media executive in public television. Allen is the u.S.A. country leader 

for the Youth entrepreneurship & Sustainability (YeS) organization which pro-

motes youth employment and entrepreneurship in over 50 nations globally. He 

pursues faith-based approaches to community empowerment through his work 

as teaching pastor of an urban church and as a graduate fellow at Georgetown 

university’s Berkeley Center for Religion, Peace and World Affairs. 

w i l M o t  a l l e n 

we must all strive to help youth discover their own voice, 
attend to the voices of their peers from different backgrounds 
and work together in ways greater than any other 
generations to improve the state of the world.
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s e c t i o n  i i i
youth enlistment strategies - where youth are 
creating community?

We are facing a society where mis-communication is ever present de-

spite having the most sophisticated tools the world has seen to fa-

cilitate communication. Youth is facing a “Crisis of engagement” with 

the different constituencies of society. Despite these two growing 

phenomena, new communities are being created at the fastest rate 

humanity has seen. Youth is permanently looking to get more and 

more interconnected with each other, through the conduits created 

by the Internet and the new Media technologies. In this section of 

the Youth Toolkit, we tackle the great dilemma of how to leverage 

the permanent mobility of the “new Town Hall” and how traditional 

education is not providing the required tools to Youth to feel engaged 

with schools, jobs and society at large.

where are the new youth communities being 
created?
As pointed by Josh Spear in Reaching Youth, today it is a lot easier to 

target people than it was before. Just look at the staggering number 

of persons enrolled in digital social networks. 

Youth today are by all means Digital natives that are looking for 

the information that they need through all of the different digital 

conduits available today. Within the digital space, communities are 

created where the relevant content is provided. Youth is highly selec-

tive and discretionary on what they are looking for. Lucian Tarnowski, 

makes the very important point that Youth view themselves “first as
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citizens of the world and then as members of their local community”. So, 

global leaders need to very aware that, today’s real discussion forums are not 

taking place through in a fixed-one-time “Town Halls”, but rather through a 

continuum of time in the digital media. 

how to get youth engaged?
one of the critical findings of the section, is that having a true stimulus to 

engage youth is critical. As presented by Bhavneet Singh’s piece on the Power 

of new Media, global topics can be discussed and can raise its awareness 

among youth if it is positioned through the right media platforms. Trans-

parency and adequate articulation are critical. on Bhav’s campaign to raise 

awareness on AIDS, having a reality component on the issue through a tele-

vision program and enabling people to comment on the development pre-

sented proved to be the best way to get the discussion going and eventually 

become a paramount event in the lives of several thousand persons. 

Having a mobility component and a two way mechanism of communica-

tion are the building blocks to get the attention and the engagement from 

youth. Josh Spears points out to the fact that people are mobile and are look-

ing to interact on a real time basis, as 75% of youth today has a cell phone 

and 66% are using laptops. Lucian comments on how Web 2.0 has been 

fully designed to interact. 

So having transparent relevant issues presented in a new media platform 

with interactive capabilities can win the day in getting the attention we need 

from youth. With this strategy, we could attempt to reduce a bit the discon-

nectivity that persists in today’s digital/global age. 

having all this digital progress is great, 
but are schools well equipped to provide the 
required skills?
Jen Corriero, Lucian and Adrian Cheok present the really check that there is 

a massive skill gap being created between children/youth and the education/

job system of today. education used to be the platform where the required 

skills for the available jobs were provided. There is the increasingly notion 

among children and teenagers, that school is boring and irrelevant. The issue 

at hand is that the reality faced on a day to day is very different from the one 

provided in the traditional classroom. The end result is that no job is challeng-

ing or interesting enough for youth to stay put and create long term careers 

in a field. The expectation by the uS department of labor is that the current 

generation Y will try 14 jobs before their 38th birthday.

Adrian and Jen provide very interesting insights on how to start tackling 

the problem. Adrian discusses how children need to, since a very early age, 

be exposed to new media to help them get the skills as early as possible to 

become “Digital natives”. This strategy is primarily focused on helping chil-

dren the basic skills required to be integrated into society and more impor-

tantly develop its creativity within the digital platforms available today.

Jen takes it to next level, in terms of analyzing and presenting solutions 

to foster development of teachers, increase student ownership and use chal-

lenge based learning to connect properly with the world. Jen’s points are key, 

in the sense that school’s of the 21st century need to be just like web 2.0: 

interactive. However, assistance needs to be provided to teachers to get the 

right skill set. By having ownership, Jen proposes the fundamental idea that 

students need to have ownership to get most out of their education. 

Finally, Lucian presents a concept on how by leveraging in new media 

conduits, recruiting by society different constituencies can become much 

more effective. The education solution provided by Jen and Adrian, can help 

close the skills gap that exists today and can help youth find the true career 

alternatives that entices them to be engaged for a long time.

conclusions
Having the key providers of skills, schools and teachers, being fluent in 

the new media conduits can certainly help in providing better content 

which in turn can create better and more active communities. Having 

“fully charged” youth communities can be extremely useful in raising 

awareness of key issues and hopefully finding more and better solutions. 

In the end, we all want to be fully connected and engaged with youth to 

foster their adequate development and have a broader and more “inter-

active” global community. 

a l f r e d o  c a p o t e
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Finding young people used to be more challenging than it is today.  Cor-

porations would spend millions of dollars for out-of-home research, studies 

and more.  Time spent in malls, in town squares, community centers and 

sidewalks around the world to find the elusive ‘young’ person in their natural 

habitat.  But then something changed, the world (and the young people in 

it) flocked to the web– and all of the sudden finding young people (or any 

people) wasn’t the problem– reaching them with clear messages that re-

sulted in action became the hardest part.  What’s it like to be a person online 

at all, let alone a young person, trying to make a major decision?  Bombarded 

by ads, opinions, friends, and a complex decision making process, the youth 

of today demand transparency, authenticity, clarity, and most of all– a col-

laborative approach. 

reaching youth

j o s h  s p e a r
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key Messages

this is not a war Integrate don’t Infiltrate.

be yourself Transparency, authenticity and clarity. 

work with them Collaboration makes the message you’re 

creating more valuable.

want to not just find youth, but actually reach 
them? the social landscape of the web is the new 
town square. 

It’s amazing sitting in with adults sometimes as they talk about infiltrating 

communities.  We’ve heard it a million times– the marketing team is going 

to “infiltrate” and engage.  The social media specialist will “infiltrate” and 

persuade. unfortunately, it just doesn’t work that way.  If you want to work 

with youth, you need to do just that, work with them.  And if you want to 

reach them, you need to integrate into their way of thinking, depending on 

the forum they exist in.  operate within the rules of their universe. Integrate 

don’t infiltrate. 

Be yourself.  Your mother told you, and now it’s to do just that.  When it 

comes time to reaching youth, remember they are the ultimate lie detec-

tors.  The youths keen sense of intuition is incredible.  This new generation 

simply knows when something is too good to be true, because they’ve prob-

ably been burned in the past.  Tell the truth.  Why are you there? What do 

you want from them? What do they get in return?  Be authentic, tell the 

whole story, and do so clearly.  I always say transparency is king because good 

people and good companies have nothing to hide.

Collaboration is key.  It’s the way to turn a megaphone into a mega-

conversation.  As you approach youth and are ready to reach out to them, 

ask for their opinions.  even be as bold to ask them “am I reaching you in the 

right place”? Maybe they’d rather not hear from you on Facebook but would 

be happy to meet you in a park (doubt it).  or maybe they’ll be ready to sit 

in a chat room and speak with you (more likely).   Work with them so when 

they are finally engaged with you (and you’ve reached them!), it feels like a 

collaborative effort where both parties win.
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key statistics

With 500 million people on Facebook, it’s a lot easier to target people 

now than it was before.  But if the message isn’t clear, you’re not going 

to reach anyone.

nearly 73% of online teens are on social networks. These are the new 

town squares for the next generation. 

no, they’re not all “tweeting”, just 8% of 12-17 year olds say they ever 

use Twitter. 

They’re mobile. 66% of them are using laptops versus desktop com-

puters, essentially taking their town square/network with them ev-

erywhere they go. And if they can’t bring it, 75% of them have cell 

phones!

As one of the youngest marketing strategists in the world, Josh is regularly sought 

out for his fresh perspective and no-holds-barred style of consulting on every-

thing from design and gadgets to authenticity and word-of-mouth. His recent 

focus has been the power of the blogosphere, technology, and the impact this 

new media is having on the world. In addition to JoshSpear.com, his internation-

ally recognized trend-spotting blog, he is a Founding Partner of undercurrent, a 

digital think-tank focused on exploring new ways to reach young people without 

interrupting them. A passionate and well received speaker, Josh has presented for 

such diverse clients as McDonald’s, Leo Burnett, Columbia College, nBC, Pepsi, 

Virgin, The American Advertising Federation, The Google Zeitgeist conference, 

The International Advertising Bureau conference, and as an active participant at 

the 2008 and 2009 World economic Forum in Davos. 

j o s h  s p e a r
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Talent has no age. Talent has no passport. Talent has no gender; but opportu-

nity has all three. Indeed, it is people that are the world’s greatest untapped 

resource. All around the world there are billions of unpolished diamonds - 

those people out there with raw talent but lacking the soft skills and educa-

tional polishing that many of us have been so lucky to have received.  The 

greatest businesses and governments of the twenty-first century will be those 

that can develop scalable solutions to polish these ‘rough diamonds’.

The development and recruitment of youth has been and continues to 

be one of the greatest business challenges. This article aims to explore how 

the model of development and recruitment has changed with technological 

developments.  In this article I wish to develop three key messages: 

demographics and characterises of gen y talent They are unique as 

they are the authority on Technology

digital natives - how social media has changed everything Gen Y are 

fluent in social media; use it to your advantage

recruiting and developing youth for the new world of work How 

education and recruitment are going through a paradigm shift

I will introduce a case study that looks at the one Young World project, a 

venture I was fortunate enough to have worked with / been part of. The case 

study draws on a number of themes that are becoming growing trends in the 

engagement and development of the world’s best young talent. 

recruting youth

l u c i a n  t a r n o w s k i
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demographics and characteristics of gen y talent
Gen Y is unique. Born between 1980 & 2000 they’ve seen more change 

growing up than any generation in history. They are a generation defined 

by change. This hunger for change is both their strongest characteristic and 

biggest challenge for their employer. Studies show that this generation will 

have significantly more employers than any previous generations. The uS 

Department of Labor expects this generation to have an average of 14 jobs 

before their 38th birthday. Importantly Gen Y is loyal to its skill rather than 

its employer. The days of the job for life are long gone. McKinsey’s war for 

talent is alive and well, despite the global downturn. employers still need to 

compete fiercely for the top talent.

It has been said that Gen Yers are more confident than they are talented. 

They have been widely described as the most difficult to manage, yet the 

most rewarding when managed properly. For the world’s top talent the inter-

view is a two-way process; with confidence and multiple options, Gen Yers 

are becoming job consumers. Just like consuming a product or service, they 

need to be sold to and convinced of the right match.

The employer brand has therefore never been so important. In fact, like 

the consumer brand, the employer brand has moved from being defined 

by the employer, and is now defined by the job seeker. employers need to 

continue to invest in their employer brand and engage with their brand ad-

vocates in a world that is increasingly defined by the choices people have.

it has been said that gen yers are more 
confident than they are talented. 
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digital natives - how social media has changed 
everything
For the first time in history, the youngest generation to enter the workforce 

are an authority on something that actually matters. We (I was born in 1984) 

are the authority on the internet, social media and new forms of collabora-

tion. These innovations are being created by young minds and these tools 

are now driving the greatest change in industry. This gives young people a 

new power and influence in the workplace. never before have the youngest 

people in the workplace understood something that is business critical better 

than the management team. This has added to the pace at which the work-

place hierarchy is being flattened.

As this generation is fluent in social media, organisations have had to 

think differently about how they engage and recruit them. As the saying 

goes, “one should go fishing where the fishes are”. I believe the best starting 

point to recruit this generation is to use social media to engage with them. I 

believe recruitment is changing from a transactional model to a relationship 

based model. By interacting with Gen Y in a medium they are familiar with, 

employers are able to gain the upper hand, while building a strong employer 

brand. Statistically speaking, 96% of Gen Y start their job search on the inter-

net. This goes to show how important it is to have a strong online employer 

brand. However, so many employers misunderstand this generation and con-

tinue their persistent interruption rather than interaction. In fact, the average 

digital native receives more than 3000 adverts a day. Studies have shown that 

only 14% of these adverts are trusted, whereas, 78% of peer to peer recom-

mendations are trusted. Gen Yers are making their career decisions based 

on the online reputations of the firms they apply to. Despite this, so many 

employers still have their heads buried in the sand when it comes to the on-

line discussions about them. They prefer to pretend that it is not happening, 

rather than join the conversation. Web 1.0 was about a one way consump-

tion of content, web 2.0 is about a two way interaction of the participants. 

The very model of online communication has changed from monologue 

to Multilogue. engaging in multilogue is more than the one- to- one dialogue 

that happens online. Multilogue is one- to- many; the most talent-savvy of 

employers have already seen the rewards of building talent communities us-

ing social media. These include brands such as, Microsoft, Google, ernst & 

Young, Starbucks and Allen & overy.
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recruiting and developing youth for 
the new world of work
We are living in times of exponential change. Consider for a moment the 

change that industry has seen over the last 20 years. It could be argued that 

the last 20 years saw more change than the 200 years before it. My question 

is: Could the same be said of the education system? I would argue that the 

formal education system is broken and out of date. While industry innovation 

has developed exponentially; education innovation has largely flat lined. The 

graph below demonstrates this and how the gap being created is the ever 

growing ‘skills gap’.

everything starts and ends with education. In the words of the great nelson 

Mandela: “If you wish to make an impact for one year, plant corn; if wish to 

make an impact for a generation, plant a tree; if you wish to make an impact 

for eternity, educate a child.” 

The education system as we now recognise it has its roots in the indus-

trial revolution. I believe the economy has moved into a new paradigm as 

significant as the last change from an agrarian economy to the industrial age. 

The age we currently live in is what I would term ‘The Digital enlightenment’. 

We have moved into the networked economy. The education system needs 

to make a similar transition. In fact, according to uneSCo the next 30 years 

will see more people go through formal education than in combined history 

of the Modern Age.

I believe that there is a close connection between education and recruit-

ment. The very act of searching talent, revolves around assessing someone’s 

education, and the skills they have gained in their experience thus far. The 

biggest bottleneck in the growth of any economy is access to the right skills 

and talent. In order to ensure that supply of talent meets demand of talent, 

we must look beyond the formal education system. 

We must begin to look at those best placed to deliver 

scalable education for the 21st Century. I believe that 

it is the social media industry that is best placed to 

deliver this, as it is companies that is driving forward 

innovation. 

In the near future, I have a desire to see employers 

taking an active role in participating with training and 

encouraging the development of youth. This will add 

value to their social responsibility credentials, engage-

ment marketing and, of course, their need to recruit 

the best talent.  

To conclude, Gen Y is unique, and need a new man-

agement approach. However, they can also be recruit-

ed and developed differently. 

industry innovation

education innovation

BravenewTalent
aims to bridge 

this gowing gap
the skills gap
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Aged 26, Lucian is the energetic face behind BravenewTalent.com, the social 

recruiting platform that builds social media communities for employers. He has 

been honoured as europe’s youngest Young Global Leader (YGL) by the World 

economic Forum. He is also winner of the Global enterprising Young Brit of 

2009, Finalist for Young entrepreneur of the Year and in the uK’s ‘Top 10 Young 

entrepreneurs to Watch in 2010’. He was named as one of Britain’s rising busi-

ness stars by The Spectator Business and is on the uKTI (uK Trade and Invest-

ment’s) Global entrepreneur Program with BravenewTalent being described by 

the uK Government as a “Technology Company of exceptional Potential”.

l u c i a n  t a r n o w s k i

Two years ago, I had the good fortune to be invited to lead the social 

recruiting for the inaugural summit of one Young World. To me, this 

has been a great case study for the power of social media, and more 

specifically, social recruiting. 

one Young World took place in London, in February 2010. It was 

the largest youth leadership summit ever. It brought together more 

than 800 people from over 100 countries. BravenewTalent were in-

volved 18 months before the summit and managed the initiation of 

the social media foot print. Through Facebook, we were able to en-

gage more than 100,000 people from 140 countries. This was all done 

with no marketing budget.

The summit itself attracted world leaders such as Archbishop 

Desmond Tutu, Kofi Annan, Bob Geldof and Mohammad Yunus. The 

press following the event went to more than 100 million people in just 

about every country on the planet.

So why is this a case study for recruiting youth? In essence, the 

whole undertaking was one big recruitment outreach - to find the 

world’s best young talent.  Interestingly, I found that this generation 

see themselves, firstly, as citizens of the world, and secondly, as mem-

ber of the countries to which they belong. 

case study
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the rise of the net generation
Tevi Gevinson began her fashion blog, “Style Rookie” in 2008 at age 11 from 

her home in the suburbs of Chicago. She surfs the Internet for fashion pic-

tures, shots self-portraits with her Canon Powershot and edits digital images 

with picnik.com and Photofiltre1. She also sells t-shirts from her blog. Draw-

ing a base of nearly 30,000 readers each day2 with her musings on fashion, 

Tavi has transformed into an international sensation today with her sharp 

writing skills and Internet savviness. 

Following not far behind Tavi is Kathie3. At just 5 years old this year, she 

was seen debuting at the front rows of new York Fashion Week 2010 blog-

ging her thoughts and comments about the shows, clothing and models 

on a Mac Laptop.

over on the west coast in San Francisco, meet 3 year old Ruby ellenby 

who recently had her own solo photo exhibition and website4 displaying and 

selling her works of art shot with a nikon Coolpix digital camera, an iPhone 

and a Vtech kid’s camera. She took her first picture last autumn when she 

was playing with her parent’s camera5. 

Across the globe in South Korea, Taiwan and Singapore, school children 

are studying via technology using new generation of interactive textbooks 

that include an array of multimedia features such as videos, interactive quiz-

zes, animation and connection to the internet. This is just the beginning of a 

very interesting development in children today. We are witnessing the new 

wave of net Generation children who are brought up in a world of technol-

ogy since the day that they were born. They learn to use the computer since 

an early age and are enthusiastic users of new media technologies. They 

have access to new media devices and technologies that they can commu-

nicate with friends online, build communities, lean about the world, and be 

embracing the imagination

a d r i a n  c h e o k

1 http://www.thestylerookie.com/

2 http://articles.chicagotribune.com/2009-12-30 
news/0912300157_1_ high-fashion-blog-suburban

3 http://www.trendhunter.com/trends/five-year-old-blogger

4 http://www.rubyellenby.com/about.htm

5 http://www.metro.co.uk/news/827663-3-year-old- 
photographer-ruby- has-her-own-exhibition
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crative. The “natural” experience of childhood is changing today: it involves 

new media technology and platforms like Habbo6 7, where users can com-

municate with friends and design own spaces to hang-out online, owing 

neopets8, and watching and even uploading personal videos on Youtube9.

The democratization of tools, technology and ideas in recent times also 

contributed to the changing notion of childhood, allowing children access 

to unlimited information, visuals and possibilities to play and to be creative. 

unlimited communication is a major new aspect of children’s lives and de-

velopment today. The internet has grown in tremendous speed with unlim-

ited virtual platforms and tools for interaction, information-exchange, and 

creative inspiration. Gadgets are becoming more affordable and have more 

sophiscated capabilities built into them. The possibilities of what these net-

children can do with the unlimited communication, and thus collaboration, 

is beyond the imagination. That is why we need to develop the minds and 

creativity of our children so that they can fully exploit the potential of un-

limited communication. 

Children are no longer just passive recipients and consumers of media 

output. Digital technologies and tools provide significant new opportunities 

for children to become producers in their own right, and to find an audience 

for their creative expressions and outputs, which may have had been difficult 

or impossible in previous times. Digital technologies are providing children a 

means of communication and distribution of ideas. For example, more and 

more children today have access to computers at home where they can pro-

duce creative outputs such as video editing, image manipulation, music mak-

ing and creative blogging. With ubiquitious platforms being so pervasive and 

easily accessible today, creative outputs production is no longer limited to an 

activity to be done in the confines of the home or school. With portable mo-

bile and game devices, children are able to engage in creative activity on the 

go – anywhere, anytime. our children today are extreme media multi-taskers 

who live in both the real and the virtual world. They are making change and 

challenging our notions of what our world is, and how it would become. 

new media tools and technology: 
a world of creative possibilities

We live in a world today that is dominated by technology and new media. 

We need to fully exploit the use of these new media tools and technologies 

for our children to become creative so that they can be society and business 

leaders in the future. 

Multiple and unlimited information and communication is playing a key 

role in change. new media tools are changing the way children can become 

innovators and creators. With the democratization of platforms, tools and 

ideas, children have unlimited access to inspiration, sophiscated platforms for 

easy creative production, and unlimited channels for distribution and net-

working.

The children’s ability to globally connect in social networks has also 

changed and allowed for greater innovation and creation. It is where they 

can find ideas and inspirations from all over the world, to create, and 

distribute their works with just a click of the mouse button.

The Internet becomes a space, where children new ideas can be 

explored, where new forms of imaginations can be realized, and new 

identities can be formed with new tools and technologies that are made 

available to them. It is a space for creativity to flourish, where children can 

construct multiple identities, forge group interactions, and even form new 

communities and cultures.

Identity is “always in the process of formation”10. And the process of 

identity formation and self-invention requires creativity. Being born into a 

digital world of unlimited information and audio-visual materials, inter-

preting and reconstructing these information to make sense becomes a 

creative process. Yet, is becomes a valuable real-life learning opportunity 

and space where they can proactively participate and engage in creative 

production in their own right. 

The Internet is also a space where children can find an audience for 

their creative expression and ideas. This potentially empowers them where 

their voices could be heard in a public sphere. The opportunity to express 

and voice out on the Internet is especially useful and important to children 

from high risk and problematic backgrounds, or children from minority 

backgrounds whose voice might actually not be heard at all in real life. 

However, the internet is not the only platform to be explored. new 

media has become ubiquitous and is offering new platforms and tools for 

creative activities, personal exploration and global communication to take 

place. As new media is in constant change, children need to constantly 

gain mastery of new media and design technologies and learn how to fully 

exploit them for in creative outputs, communication and the unleash the 

unlimited possibilities that new media can offer. 

6 http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/life_and_style/education 
young_times/article6747799.ece

7 www.habbo.co.uk, 135 million users

8 www.neopets.com 54 million users

9 www.youtube.com 2 billion views a day

10 ‘old and new identities, old and new ethnicities’, 
steward hall (1991)
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why harness children’s imagination?
Children are amazingly creative. As they are still in their developmental 

years, they are constantly learning and developing new frameworks to 

make sense of the world, and to learn to survive in it. We, as adults, need 

know the real state of childhood, and to understand the new world of 

these net generation children from their point of view. Adults, and espe-

cially parents need to learn how to communicate and engage with these 

children in their language and frame of mind. This is so that we can further 

nurture their creativity to their fullest potential, and to guide their growth 

for the world of the future. 

Parents are the ones who define the child’s interest and deem what is 

beneficial and acceptable to them. Parents play an important role in devel-

oping the child’s interest, creativity and potential in new media technolo-

gies and the Internet. 

This is so that children can have a head start in their lives in the future, 

where their creativity and imagination can be harnessed for innovation and 

new value creation, in which new expressions, new products, new services, 

new places and platforms can be created for social, cultural and economic 

benefits. These new value creations can then feed back to benefit the 

economy, communities and the individual to become more creative and 

innovative. It is a value-chain cycle where creativity and innovation is pushed 

up with each cycle. Furthermore, in the present and future economy, it is 

creative innovation which provides the greatest value add to society. It can 

be said that the 20th century was the century of industrialization and spe-

cialization, whereas in the 21st century creativity and collaboration will be 

essential. Therefore we must let the children embrace the tools required for 

the creative economy.

All in all, as adults, we hope that the children will have better lives in 

the future, and for society to develop for the better. That is why we want to 

focus on seeding creativity and new media literacy at a young age is im-

portant, so that it can be usefully tapped on for personal growth and even 

social, economic and cultural contributions in the future.

We hope for the future to be better. We want to see culture and soci-

eties improve for the better. We have to start with our children, by giving 

them the opportunities, right tools, mindsets and frameworks to think, 

imagine and be creative. This brings us to some of our recommendations 

to facilitate the development of creativity and imagination in Children 

with new digital technologies.
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place high priority in new media in national

policies for education and culture
new Media is no longer a new genre, it is the norm in today’s context. We 

need national policies that will explicitly support the development of new 

media in education and cultural development. new Media can open up 

new opportunities that can spur exponential change and growth in na-

tions, allowing them to be connected with the world, access and dissemi-

nate information in new, innovative ways, and to spur new business ideas 

and economic spin-offs.. 

For children, it is the public institutions that can make new media ac-

cessible to all, and allow them a head start in experiencing, creating and 

exploring in the new media domain, and be able to grasp new opportuni-

ties for the future.

recoMendations of 
specif ic in it iat ives

increase emphasis on digital media literacy in 
school curriculum 

In order to fully exploit the creative potential of new digital media 

and making their voices heard, Children would have to learn about 

how the media works. In addition, they would also need to not only 

technological know-how, but also media literacy to be able to make 

meaningful and comprehensible statements in the digital realm11. 

(de Block et el, 2007).

The level of digital media literacy of children determines how they 

engage with new digital media. Children will make use of the tools 

they have at their disposal and the forms of media language which 

they acquire for communication and creative output. In formal educa-

tion, we need to move on from prioritizing narrow, skills based train-

ing that views technology as a means of delivering information12, to 

one that is more creative by teaching production skills or creative self 

expression using new digital media.

The teaching of digital media literacy may also be delivered by 

way of external engagement, where we have new media designers 

and new media artists in residence teach and conduct workshops for 

children in schools. 

To fully engage children and to unleash their creative potential 

and meaning use of technology, some parts of current curriculum 

needs to be re-designed to be more relevant and beneficial to our net 

generation children. 

We need to enable children to exploit the creative potential of 

digital media to the fullest, and to develop a critical media literacy 

that is capable of cultivating curiosity for questioning, and being cre-

ative and innovative.

 11 See ‘Global Children, Global Media’. Liesbeth de Block et al. (2007) 

 12 As noted by de Block et al. (2007)
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improve provision of new media content and 
platforms for children
The creative potential of new media is often limited by the resources, tools 

and platforms where children can have access. In recent years, there has 

been a growing number of new media innovations and online platforms 

that caters to the needs of children. However, more has to be done by new 

media content developers and service providers to create safe and useful 

platforms that are easy to use from the children’s perspective.

With new media being the space where children can be empowered 

and heard, the provision of open yet safe public platforms for distribution of 

their creative outputs must be made available.

educating and engaging parents with new media 
technologies
It used to be the case where parents knew more than their children. How-

ever, it is the reverse now where by children may know more than their 

parent, especially with new Media Technologies. 

Parents may need to also level up their knowledge and new media 

literacy, and speak the language of their children in order to be able to con-

nect with them, and even to guide their growth and engagement with new 

media technologies and platforms.

Avenues for parents to learn and engage with new media should be 

made more widely available, so that parents can also develop their media 

literacy to a higher level so that they can communicate and improve their 

relationship with their children.
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encourage global citizenship and cross-cultural 
dialogue through new media technologies. 
new Media provide a powerful opportunity for cross-cultural under-

standing and dialogue, which has become increasing important in re-

cent times. Children can gain access to a whole world of information 

through the internet, and thus develop a growing sense of global con-

sciousness. Children from different backgrounds, race, nationality and 

economic circumstances can also come together through new Media 

Technologies to participate in global dialogue and exchange. 

Children from developing worlds and underprivileged back-

grounds (such as the migrant communities) should also have the right 

to engage in this global dialogue, and have their voices heard in the 

public domain. 

Aid programmes for these developing countries’ children or mi-

grant children should be considered so that these children may level 

up with their international counterparts, and be able to communi-

cate their cultures and cultivate meaningful relationship with children 

from different parts of the world.

Children from developing countries can have creative solutions 

to first world problems. With new media technology, children can 

communicate and befriend other children, to better understand each 

other’s problems and come up with solution. For this to happen, there 

must be a structured programme for such a project to take place with 

children from developing worlds and underprivileged backgrounds.
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Director of the Mixed Reality Lab, national university of Singapore. He is Associate 

Professor in the Department of electrical and Computer engineering. He has previ-

ously worked in real-time systems, soft computing, and embedded computing in 

Mitsubishi electric Research Labs (osaka, Japan). He has been working on research 

covering mixed reality, human-computer interfaces, wearable computers and ubiq-

uitous computing, fuzzy systems, embedded systems, power electronics. He has 

successfully obtained funding for externally funded projects in the area of wear-

able computers and mixed reality. The research output has included numerous high 

quality academic journal papers, research awards, keynote speeches, international 

exhibitions, numerous government demonstrations including to the President and 

Deputy Prime Minister of Singapore, broadcast television worldwide broadcasts 

on his research (such as Cnn/CnBC/ABC/Discovery/national Geographic etc.), and 

hundreds of international press media articles.

a d r i a n  c h e o k
1. http://www.thestylerookie.com/

2. http://articles.chicagotribune.com/2009-12-30/news/0912300157_1_high-

fashion-blog-suburban

3. http://www.trendhunter.com/trends/five-year-old-blogger

4. http://www.rubyellenby.com/about.htm

5. http://www.metro.co.uk/news/827663-3-year-old-photographer-ruby-has-

her-own-exhibition

6. http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/life_and_style/education/young_times/ar-

ticle6747799.ece

7. www.habbo.co.uk, 135 million users

8. www.neopets.com 54 million users

9. www.youtube.com 2 billion views a day

10. ‘old and new Identities, old and new ethnicities’, Steward Hall (1991)

11. See ‘Global Children, Global Media’. Liesbeth de Block et al. (2007) 

12. As noted by de Block et al. (2007)

children from developing worlds and underprivileged 
backgrounds (such as the migrant communities) 

should also have the right to engage in this 
global dialogue, and have their voices heard 

in the public domain. 
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mtv staying alive, project ignite 
Launched in 1998 by MTV networks International (MTVnI), Staying Alive 

is a multimedia global HIV and AIDS prevention campaign that challenges 

stigma and discrimination associated with HIV and AIDS as well as em-

powers young people to protect themselves from infection. The emmy 

award-winning campaign consists of documentaries, public service an-

nouncements, youth forums and web content. Staying Alive provides all 

its television programming rights-free and at no cost to third party broad-

casters globally to get crucial prevention messages out to the widest pos-

sible audience. The Staying Alive campaign has a long term partnership 

between MTVnI, unICeF, un agencies, governments and foundations. 

MTVnI is also an active member of the united nations-supported Global 

Media AIDS Initiative (GMAI) and the Global Business Coalition on HIV/

AIDS, TB and malaria (GBC). 

In 2009, MTV Staying Alive joined forces with the uS Presidential 

emergency Plan for AIDS Relief’s (PePFAR) HIV Free Generation campaign 

and unICeF to develop a comprehensive and integrated media campaign 

for young people called Ignite. The campaign revolved around MTV Stay-

ing Alive’s core competence of producing compelling TV programming for 

young people coupled with an on-the-ground campaign. The goal of the 

campaign was to reach young people with healthy messages about HIV 

and AIDS, specifically targeting HIV testing, multiple partners, and stigma 

towards people living with HIV and AIDS, stimulating awareness and allow-

ing open discussions about the issue, with the ultimate objective of reduc-

ing the rate of new HIV infections among young people. 

the power of new media                

b h a v n e e t  s i n g h
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The award-winning Ignite campaign used various techniques in Kenya, 

Zambia, Trinidad and Tobago and the ukraine. Campaign elements varied 

per country but consisted of original TV productions, a radio component, 

street teams disseminating information through a dedicated website, peer 

education training (through a free educational toolkit) and on the ground 

marketing such as free screenings and competitions. 

If we take Kenya as an example, the multi-layered Ignite campaign 

centred on the creation of an original three-part TV drama series entitled 

Shuga. Insight into our target audience was critical in the creation and 

development of Shuga and the overall Ignite campaign, in particular key 

findings about our primary audience of young people in Kenya, their habits, 

culture, views and attitudes about sex, relationships, HIV and AIDS. Based 

on these findings, Shuga was developed into a hard-hitting drama series 

for young people with compelling HIV prevention and education messages. 

The series focused on three concurrent but interlinked storylines, follow-

ing the sex lives of a group of ‘cool’ urban nairobi students. The TV series 

was supported by an integrated media campaign developed specifically for 

the Kenyan target demographic, comprising radio (radio spots and inter-

views with cast members and funding partners were used to encourage 

viewership as well as the campaign messages); a website run by a team of 

12 street teamers that provided 124 online articles (which in turn encour-

aged over 500 comments and 6500 page views); a Facebook and Twitter 

campaign to promote the series and drive viewership (the Shuga and Ignite 

groups had a combined fanbase of 11400 people and also 2500 follow-

ers on Twitter); on the ground marketing and PR including a country-wide 

competition for two people to win supporting roles in the drama series; 

and peer to peer education training including the creation of a Staying Alive 

in a Box component, a free education toolkit for peer education that ac-

companies the drama series (300 boxes will be distributed in Kenya alone). 

As part of the campaign, materials were produced and distributed for the 

youth audience including over 200 T-shirts, bags and caps as well as 5000 

branded condoms. 

Shot entirely on location in Kenya, and funded by MTV Staying Alive, 

PePFAR, HIV-Free Generation and unICeF, Shuga premiered in 11 november 
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Jimmy Kolker, chief of HIV and AIDS for unICeF stated that “prevent-

ing new HIV infections among young people requires more knowledge, but 

even more important, changes in behaviour and attitudes. Shuga has been 

successful because it presents realistic information in a way that adoles-

cents see as relevant to their own lives and behaviours.”

Key findings from the Johns Hopkins research include:

• Among a sample of 1,000 young people in nairobi, 60% of youth had 

seen Shuga, 64% had seen/heard about it. 

• Young people knew the main issues addressed in the show. Those who 

saw the programme could identify with the lessons to be learned. 

• Almost 50% (of viewer group participants) talked about the Shuga 

characters and messages – mainly with close friends, but also with fam-

ily members and other acquaintances.

• Among the nairobi youth who were aware of and had seen the cam-

paign and programme, over 70% had talked about Shuga’s characters 

and messages with others. over 50% had watched Shuga more than 

once. 

• over 90% of the Kenyan participants believed the show had an impact 

on their thinking.

• Among those who had seen the show in Kenya, 84% said the show 

had an impact on multiple partners, 85% for HIV testing and 87% 

about living with HIV. 

• Kenyan participants also said they were more likely to take an HIV test 

after watching Shuga. 

overall, the research revealed solid findings that young people who were 

exposed to the Ignite project remembered, liked, perceived it to be realistic 

and understood the conveyed messages. These significant results demon-

strate that MTV’s audiences and the HIV/AIDS community see the brand as 

an effective, high impact vehicle for influencing behavioural change to fight 

the epidemic globally. To this end, MTV, along with its partners has greenlit 

a second series of Shuga. 

www.staying-alive.org/ignite 

2009 on MTV base, MTVnI’s localized MTV service available across sub-Saha-

ran Africa, and key terrestrial broadcasters in Kenya. Special screenings also 

took place on World AIDS Day, 1 December. The series has since broadcast 

in 45 countries worldwide.

MTV Staying Alive, backed by the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, 

commissioned Johns Hopkins university to evaluate the Ignite project in Ke-

nya and a parallel campaign which took place in Trinidad and Tobago and 

together with PePFAR and unICeF, findings from this new research were 

unveiled in July at this year’s International AIDS Conference in Vienna. As-

tonishingly, the Ignite campaign reached 64% of the population in nairobi, 

Kenya and over 80% of those who saw Shuga, believed it changed their 

thinking about multiple concurrent partners, HIV testing and stigma associ-

ated with HIV. The campaign reached young people (aged between 15-24 

years old) in 96% of the Top 50 HIV/AIDS impacted countries through part-

nerships with over 85 broadcasters in over 100 countries. 

The Johns Hopkins study, the first multi-country study of its kind to be 

commissioned by a broadcaster, shows that young people understand the 

messages conveyed in Shuga and that young people talk about HIV issues 

after seeing the programme. Among those young people who have seen the 

programme, those who like and find the storylines realistic are more likely to 

change their attitudes and behavioural intentions around HIV and AIDS. 
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preventing new hiv infections among 
young people requires more knowledge, 

but even more important, 
changes in behaviour and attitudes.

b h a v n e e t  s i n g h
Bhavneet Singh is Managing Director and executive Vice President, emerging 

Markets, MTV networks International (MTVnI). In this position, Singh is respon-

sible for the management and direction of one of the company’s largest regions 

spanning Russia, Central and eastern europe, the Middle east, Africa, and India. 

His role includes a specific focus on developing and establishing MTVnI’s port-

folio of entertainment brands which include MTV, nickelodeon, VIVA, Comedy 

Central, VH1 and CoLoRS across all media platforms. Based in London, Singh 

reports into Bob Bakish, President, MTVnI. Furthermore, Singh has spearheaded 

the diversification of the emerging Markets business with the launches of MTV 

Impact, an events and experiences division, Impact Productions, a multi-platform 

content creation hub and Switch2one, a video on demand web portal. Singh is 

also a board member of Viacom18, the Viacom and network18 joint venture in 

India, whose operations comprise of local MTV, VH1 and nickelodeon channels, 

general entertainment channel, CoLoRS, and the successful Indian film studio, 

Studio18. Additionally, Singh was selected by the World economic Forum to join 

Young Global Leaders (YGL) which recognises young leaders from around the 

world for their professional accomplishments and their dedication to shaping the 

future of the world on issues of public interest.
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What makes it so difficult for our education systems to adapt and evolve 

in a direction that truly allows for 21st Century Skills to be developed and 

cultivated? Is it budgetary restrictions? Inability to standardize a personalised 

approach to assessment? Skills gap among teachers? The challenge of cur-

riculum integration? or is it simply a leadership gap where the learners are 

not trusted to understand their needs and design their experiences? 

Critical thinking, problem solving, communication, collaboration, cre-

ativity and innovation have become the necessary skills required to survive in 

an ever evolving global and technological market. If today’s learner is to leave 

school as tomorrow’s global citizen, then as scary as it may seem, we need to 

reinvent the education system and bring real life to school life.

21st Century Skills delivered through project based interdisciplinary cur-

riculums, infused with innovative use of web 2.0 tools, rooted in real-world 

issues and problem solving will equip our 21st century learner to become the 

timeless global citizen we all hope for them to become. 

From collections of vinyl records and stacks of cassette tapes to gigabytes 

of MP3 files – music, and how we experience it has undergone a complete 

revolution. Similarly, people are abandoning libraries and bookstores and 

switching to eBooks and iPads on a daily basis. The world, from cars and 

technology to infrastructure and globalism, has evolved immeasurably - but 

what about education? Although the content has been updated, educational 

facilities and teaching methods have remained almost identical to those used 

decades ago. Whether it’s the hardcover textbooks and blackboards or rows 

of desks and exams; the global education system has come to a standstill. 

Is it not strange that the world which schools are supposed to prepare our 

students for has transformed so significantly, yet these institutions remain 

education for the 21st century

j e n n i f e r  c o r r i e r o
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exactly the same? Clearly, there lies an increasing disconnect and it is a major 

problem, often overlooked, that needs to be addressed now. 

A uK study13 has revealed that eight out of 10 students are fed up with 

school and almost half of them believe that there aren’t enough courses 

to choose from, limiting their options for the future. School is so different 

from the lives they lead outside of it that they are uninterested and indiffer-

ent towards it. There is an imminent crisis of engagement. Global education 

needs to undergo a structural reform that adapts to the demands of the 21st 

century and 21st century students. There has to be a paradigm shift from the 

“know-what” to the “know-how”.

The emergence of social networking sites automatically nurtures young 

people to interact with people from around the world, but its impact is yet to 

be calculated in a truly comprehensive way. one example of a website that 

has managed meaningful and engaging social networking is TakingITGlobal 

(TIG). This online community of young leaders facilitates students and youth 

to inspire each other to make a difference, learn about issues that matter, and 

find out how to constructively channel their energy and ideas. The site (www.

tigweb.org) has reached more than 20 million youth since its launch in 2000, 

and as it has evolved, thousands of educators have sought to integrate its 

resources and focus on action-based learning into their teaching. 

13 http://www.telegraph.co.uk/education/secondary 
education/4297452/school-is-boring-and-irrelevant-
say-teenagers.
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3 Major points:
Fostering development of teachers and institutions and restructuring cur-

riculums to fit 21st century needs.

 

Increasing student ownership and allowing students to be more involved in 

the learning process.

 

Introducing and utilizing challenge-based learning to create engaging links 

between knowledge and real world issues.
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fostering development
Before radical reform is developed and implemented in schools, it is im-

portant that educators are thoroughly prepared and equipped to practice 

new methods. Many teacher training institutions and their methods have 

become stagnant and ineffective, fuelling the redundant cycle that teachers 

and schools are stuck in across the globe. Therefore, change must arrive here 

first. For instance, new teachers have become increasingly familiar with tech-

nologies and innovations but they are not taught how to use them to teach. 

Traditionalists fear the integration of personal computing and mobile devices 

in education because of potential harm or distraction, yet there are so many 

benefits to be gained that it is imperative we integrate use of the latest tools 

to create modern learning institutions. 

The focus of education has always seemed to be on academic knowl-

edge and intelligence. However, in the world today, this is simply not 

enough and often other qualities take precedence over knowledge alone. 

Also, students learn and specialize in various ways, but our school system is 

adamant on using textbooks and testing their academic prowess through a 

unilateral lens such as tests and exams. Simply put, education has utilized a 

very narrow approach to prepare students for a world that has the broad-

est of scopes leaving many of them, ironically, unprepared for it. Technol-

ogy is all around us, it’s inescapable, but it is often a rarity in our schools, 

and often underutilized. It is imperative that we begin to more effectively 

integrate technology use into education, bringing with it the power to do 

so much and make school and the learning process so much more effective 

and enjoyable for students, not to mention relevant to the world. 

Students have also expressed an increasing concern that schools are 

leaving them unprepared for their future. This reflects the need to trans-

form curriculums to provide not only knowledge, but also the skills that are 

necessary to succeed in the 21st century. With these three major changes 

implemented, our schools will improve radically; leaving students more in-

terested in school and successfully preparing them for the world that lies 

ahead. 
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Most teachers, like most adults, believe that youth and children need 

to be taught to become exactly like them - adults. They fail to see them as 

creative and intelligent individuals with a budding curiosity for the world – a 

mistake that we cannot continue to make. Human beings are most creative 

as children and this creativity drastically diminishes as we grow older. This, 

along with their curiosity, must be embraced in the classroom rather than 

extinguished. It is vital that teachers listen to their students and learn from 

them if they are to remain engaged in education. 

For instance, TakingITGlobal for educators (TIGed) (http://www.tiged.

org) offers teachers a virtual classroom platform and set of resources to 

support their students in action-based learning projects that integrate social 

technologies and global content generated by youth.

The Tread Lightly initiative is a free climate change education and en-

gagement program offered by TakingITGlobal (TIG), with the generous sup-

port of the Staples® Foundation. Among other aspects, the funding enables 

three key components of the Tread Lightly program: teacher toolkits, virtual 

classrooms and virtual conferences. Teacher toolkits include activities and links 

to tools and resources that empower secondary school students to become 

environmental leaders. The Virtual Classrooms allow teachers to facilitate 

online collaborate learning using maps, video chats, blogs, image galleries, 

discussion boards and online file storage. Virtual Conferences provide stu-

dents opportunities for web conferencing and connecting with classrooms 

around the world to discuss climate-related issues. Tread Lightly also contains 

other components such as Challenges and the Imprints Arts Contest.

challenge based learning 
School has become irrelevant for many learners because projects, tests and 

assignments lack a real-world context - leading many students to just do 

enough to get by or get a desired grade. With today’s technology, students 

have instant access to information and they are no longer simply consum-

ers, but have become avid creators of information. In today’s interconnected 

world, we must leverage digital tools to delve deeper into problems and 

not just learn about them, but challenge ourselves to solve them. This is the 

concept of Challenge Based Learning – a approach to learning explored by 

the new Media Consortium in a research report developed for Apple. 

This idea is collaborative and hands-on learning that allows students 

to work with their peers, teachers and other students around the world to 

accept and solve challenges, take action and share their experiences. This is 

a step by step process which follows the following guideline:

To provide young people with the skills and tools to change the world, 

the Pearson Foundation and TakingITGlobal partnered to develop the Sprout 

e-course, a self-directed six week online course for young leaders who want 

to put their entrepreneurial ideas into action. The Sprout e-course has evolved 

into localized regional variations, including: Youth for Change (Arab Region), 

Innovative Students (Asia-Pacific) and a Spanish version sponsored by the 

regional government of extremadura, Spain. In october 2010, the Pearson 

Fellowship for Social Innovation was launched, providing financial support 

and mentorship to the most promising social change projects created by Tak-

ingITGlobal’s network of youth leaders.

increasing student ownership 
Most classrooms around the world embrace a traditional setup, consisting 

of a teacher at the front of the room with the students seated facing them. 

The students generally copy from the board, read from a textbook and are 

expected to learn from content the teacher provides. It is a largely singular 

method of communication where the teacher is in charge. However, to 

keep today’s students engaged, teaching must evolve into a shared conver-

sation. Students must be given more control rather than be told what to do. 

Perhaps the teacher could introduce a topic, but let the students steer the 

discussion or let them decide how they would like to approach it. or per-

haps, more interactive methods of teaching must be adopted so students 

arrive at the conclusions themselves rather than being told by a book or an 

authority figure why something is what it is. Regardless, what’s important is 

that students’ minds are stimulated in a way that is congruous to the lives 

they live outside of school. 

Given the technology that has become readily available, youth around 

the world are becoming more and more adept at using it. It allows students 

to learn about their passions and interests in ways that are far more inter-

esting than the confines of a classroom. often, this leaves them bored and 

disconnected from the rest of their life when in school. In fact, technology 

actually threatens education to become irrelevant unless it’s incorporated 

into the education system effectively. This problem is exacerbated by the 

fact that teachers are apprehensive on the use of technology because stu-

dents are often more knowledgeable and experienced that they are, leaving 

them fearful of losing control.
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The process is designed to reflect the 21st century workplace; allowing 

students to be self-directed and creative with support from teachers and re-

sources if necessary. The Big Idea is something vague, and the teacher works 

with the class to develop a refined and focused question and challenge. To-

gether they can identify what problem they will focus on and how they will 

go about addressing it. once this is done, activities, assignments and lesson 

plans can be done in conjunction with the challenge. Technology, such as 

Web 2.0 tools can also be incorporated, enriching the learning experience. It 

is such a unique and innovative approach to teaching and learning that not 

only keeps students actively engaged both inside of the classroom and out, 

but also one that creates relevance to the world around them.

The concept of Challenge Based Learning incorporates the principles 

outlined in the two major ideas for reform (Fostering Development and 

Increasing Student ownership) in that it requires institutions to pioneer a 

unique approach to education while giving students control of their own 

learning experience. Integration of technology into the educational process 

creates endless opportunities for teachers and students to explore and learn 

new material; keeping students continually interested in class and working to 

address the crisis of engagement. 
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takingitglobal is currently working on a project inspired by 
jean-francois richard’s book “high noon: 20 global issues, 
20 years to solve them”. rischard outlines a new approach 
to global problem solving, where students build global net-
works and collaborate to find solutions and act on them. 
rischard argues that the fate of future generations depends 
on our capacity to quickly and effectively address 20 pressing 
global issues, including deforestation. 

Teachers and students from across Asia-Pacific were given the opportunity to 

present their ideas about what collaborative project they could work on to 

tackle deforestation. Students presented their ideas online and were given 

one week to vote on the two most popular solutions.

The winning solutions were: 

- Buying back trees in endangered forests to protect them: Tree Safe 

Programme

- Raising awareness for how palm oil production (and products that con-

tain palm oil) contribute to global warming, habitat loss, destruction of 

species and other global problems.

Both solutions were combined to create a global project the schools named 

DeforestACTIon, which has grown to engage hundreds of schools around 

the world, and partner with renowned conservationist Willie Smits to protect 

and restore forests in West Kalimantan on the island of Borneo in Indonesia.

DeforestACTIon is designed to raise awareness about the destruction of im-

portant native forests and the commercial exploitation of these forests for the 

production of palm oil. Young people across the planet are seeking support 

to reclaim at-risk forests and preserve them for future generations, and the 

future of the planet.

Additional details and educational resources can be found online at 

http://www.deforestaction.org 

case study
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In a unique collaboration, TakingITGlobal, the Smithsonian Institution, and 

Microsoft Partners in Learning launched Shout , an environmental educa-

tion program inspired by the DeforestACTIon project’s early success. Shout 

encourages teachers to use technology to help students explore, connect, 

and act to address some of the world’s most pressing environmental issues, 

while gaining important skills: collaboration, critical thinking, and social re-

sponsibility.

Shout combines action with science to provide a real learning experience 

for students around the world. Working with Smithsonian researchers, one 

of the first Shout Challenges is for schools to participate in tree banding - 

measuring the growth of trees over time to determine how trees respond to 

changes in climate. Data from participating schools around the world is being 

sent to the Smithsonian’s environmental Research Center (SeRC) to inform 

their research.

You can learn more about the Shout program, and explore the educa-

tional resources and archived conferences with Smithsonian experts on the 

web at http://www.shoutlearning.org

j e n n i f e r  c o r r i e r o
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s e c t i o n  i V
youth engagement strategies - how to work 
with youth?

engaging youth is a hot topic. never before have young people had so 

many global issues resting on their shoulders. It is essential that society 

develops the leadership skills of the next generation. However, the gap 

between the world’s youth and their leaders has never been so large, 

and the communication between the two never so distant. In order to 

collaborate the two in any meaningful and significant sense we need to 

engage with youth as active agents of change with the capability to cre-

ate a successful and sustainable future. Through a more comprehensive 

and critical look at our education system, a shift in the way we engage 

with, and a belief in the skills and capability of youth, an understanding 

of our technologically reliant society and Gen Y’s authority in it, and 

with a sense of entrepreneurship, our relationship with youth can be 

revitilised and revolutioned to create a more successful future for us all. 

We are living in times of exponential change. I would argue that 

the youth of today are best prepared for this change. In fact they are 

unique as a generation  — never before have the youngest in society 

ever been an authority on somthing critical to society. In the Twenty-

First centurey it is the youth of the world who are the authority on 

social media, the internet, technology and all the new collaboration 

tools. This offers the economic and political world a real opportunity 

to both learn from and engage with youth.
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ship domain of our time in history.” Bangwell continues to assert “there is no 

doubt that a timely display of young entrepreneurs chatting new ideas in dif-

ferent fields of endevours before leaders of government will offer many hints 

of solutions or sparks of ideas capable of solving some of the very problems 

in agenda for discussion.” Lasty Bangwell posits the idea that with “over one 

billion young people in the world today, the biggest new generation ever. 

The potential to change the world in their generation is largely predicated 

on harnessing youth entrepreneurship in an intentional and systemic way.” 

There are key themes that the YGL’s have brought out in each of their 

incitful articles. I would name these themes as:

1. education – everything starts and ends with education. YGL’s often hold 

the view that education is the most powerful weapon of change. 

2. Skills – We are not equipping the youth of today with the right skills 

needed for the new world. Skills are the most essential ingredient to a 

successful global economy.

3. Technology – This is the game changer. Technology is having an impact 

on every aspect of our lives – the internet is the most democratically 

empowering invention ever made.

4. engagement – the world has changed from one way consumers of con-

tent to two-way participants. engaging youth means participating youth 

in decisions.

5. entrepreneurship – The secret sauce to the global economy. nobody ever 

built a statue to a committee. Change starts with the individual and the 

new army of young entrepreneurs are changing every business model 

from the bottom up.

These themes are the touchpoints of change in the Twenty-First Century. So 

much so that the youth of today are best prepared to be agents of change. I 

would like to end with a quote from Charles Darwin: ‘It is not the strongest 

nor the smartest that survive, but those most responsive to change.’ 

l u c i a n  t a r n o w s k i

In my view, a successful future begins and ends with education. With a 

currently inept educational framework educational istitutions are failing to 

properly equip new talent to the workforce with the adequate skills they 

need. Teresa Kennedy asserts the current education system “is not prepar-

ing youth for the current job market”, and worse off “some young people 

don’t have access to formal education at all.” As it stands, it is clear that our 

current education system cannot keep pace with the exponential changes in 

the workforce, nor can they adequately prepare their students for the digital 

age they have been raised in. Today’s newest members of the workforce have 

seen more change, and significantly more technological change, than any 

generation before them. Teresa Kennedy poignantly observes that “much of 

the technology that has changed our modern society was created by people 

in their twenties.” We must understand this potent group of people as the 

authority in our technological environment, with the power to create, drive 

and change through new ideas and innovation. As a group, Gen Y are the 

most highly informed and critical of any of their counterparts, having access 

to abundant flows of information from a myriad of sources. It is therefor criti-

cal that we understand and encourage the skills Gen Y possess, and channel 

these skills in an effective way. 

encouraging Gen Y skills whilst fostering respect and trust in their poten-

tial is paramount, and as Alberto Vollimer observes “trust is the utter founda-

tion of value and your relationship must be successful both for you and for 

your counterpart.” It is essential that “both you and your counterpart need 

to understand yourselves first and then each other.” We simply cannot afford 

to ignore our youth, active efforts need to be taken by established leaders to 

engage in meaningul and effective ways. Javier Garcia optimistically advises 

that “inspiring young people is probably the most effective and powerful way 

to build the next wave of leaders and change makers that will, in their own 

way, shape the Twenty First century.” 

A step beyond mere engagement, and a more optimistic vision for the 

future of our youth, lies in youth entrepreneurship. Kingsley Bangwell posi-

tions youth as “eligable stakeholders and active actors in the entrepreneur-
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Young people want to be heard, they have clear opinions and recommenda-

tions on ways to “fix the world” and on more or less any subject. They are 

thinking more long term, and willing to participate in the process and commit 

for an action. We want them to take part in the change, and if possible lead 

it (“influence their future”).

one of the best ways for us the “grown-up” to better understand the 

youth and encourage them to think about these subjects is to have a physical 

meeting with them, hear their views and motivate them to take an action. 

The meeting place

How to structure the meeting

Follow up to the meeting.

the meeting place
The best place to have the meeting is where the youth will feel comfortable, 

so they will talk more freely and be more relaxed. This varies by country, but 

usually it will be a school, university or the local community center. It is ad-

vised to have a place where you can fit all participants in one area, but they 

can also split to “working groups” and work together in smaller groups.

The group should not be too large as you want to try and get most par-

ticipants to get engaged and voice their opinions. The participants should be 

about the same age (especially for youth under 16) as views change as you 

grow and since you want to try and get the basic common denominator in 

terms of views and opinions, it will be easier to do so in a more homogenous 

group. It is advised to have several meetings with several age groups so you 

can capture the different views of the different age groups on one hand, and 

understand what is common to all age groups on second hand.

If possible it is always recommended to videotape the meeting. Light 

snacks and soft drinks are highly recommended as this always helps to 

break the ice.

fostering thought leathership

y a i r  g o l d f i n g e r
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how to structure the meeting
You should plan on 2-2.5 hours meeting. Although you are going to lead 

the meeting, you should always remember that you want the participants to 

take an active role in the meeting, this is a key to the success of the meeting. 

You should start with a brief introduction of yourself and why it is so 

important to consult with the youth. If the group is not too big, let the par-

ticipants shortly present themselves. This will create a more intimate feeling 

and should help in having a more fruitful dialog.

The first part of your meeting should be about the subjects/areas you 

want to consult with the group. You should present the subjects briefly, and 

then break the group into smaller groups of 5-7 people each. each smaller 

group should work for about 20-30 min on better defining one or more of 

the subjects/issues/areas you presented or present a completely new subject/

issue/area that they believe is relevant to their generation and was not men-

tioned. It is very important to let them raise an issue you didn’t mention as 

this will create the feeling with the audience that their views and thoughts 

are important to you. If there is a special area/issue you are mainly interested 

in, let the group know about it and ask them to relate to it in their discussion. 

each smaller group should then briefly present to the rest of the groups the 

subject it chose to concentrate on and get feedback about it.

The second part should be about the solutions to the issues raised. each 

smaller group should work again for about 20-30 minimum (allow more time 

for this part if you can) and brainstorm about possible solutions to the prob-

lems raised. They should come with 3-4 concrete recommendation and not 

just generally talk about the solutions. Again they should present their solu-

tions to the whole group and get feedback.

The last part is again done in smaller groups. each smaller group should 

consider what actions they can take within their own scope of influence in 

order to address the issues they raised. This part is critical as it shifts the focus 

from “influencing others” to become the agents of change and be more ac-

tive in creating the change. You can provide each participant with a piece of 

paper where he can write his own commitments. Allow more time here for 

each group to present their actions, and if time permits have each participant 

present his own personal commitments. 

Make sure you visit each group while they work, sit with them for few 

minutes and engage in the discussion. If the participants are of younger age, 

have a facilitator for each smaller group, as otherwise most chances it will 

not be productive.
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follow up to the meeting
one of the most important things that you have to remember is that this 

cannot be a onetime meeting. The participants will expect follow-on to the 

meeting. They will expect feedback and would want to have more meet-

ings and start a dialog. It is highly recommended that even if you choose 

not to start a dialog and have more meetings, you will at least answer back 

to the participants and give them feedback on the meeting and their ideas. 

You can have part of the dialog done via the internet, by allowing them to 

voice their opinion online, in a special blog or site you will create for this 

purpose. As youth feel very comfortable with the internet, you can easily 

develop a web site that will be used for this sort of communication with 

them, and although a in person meeting is always better, this can be a re-

placement to some of the meetings.

If you plan to have more meetings, you should try and build yourself a 

small “advisory team” from the group itself. Choose the participants who 

participated in the most in the meeting and advice with them on the next 

meeting, or better get them to be facilitators for smaller groups when you 

conduct such meetings for a younger age audience.

choose the participants who participated 
in the most in the meeting and advice 
with them on the next meeting.
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case study
In late 2009, as part of YGL Youth task force and in joint with “The 

friends of Raveh Ravid Fund” in Israel (a local scholarship fund for stu-

dents from peripheral areas of the country and promoting excellence, 

leadership and social responsibility) and university of Haifa, we con-

ducted several meetings with students at the university to get their 

views and opinion about several topics, and to motivate them to take 

an active role in fixing the discussed issues (as part of their volunteer 

work they participate in the fund). 

The first meeting purpose was to agree on the main issues that are 

troubling the students and young families (not related to the university) 

and raise several solutions and ways to overcome these issues.

The outcome of the meeting was a list of five issues and solutions. 

The next meeting was a meeting with representatives from the first 

meeting to better define the issues and solutions, and to create a docu-

ment that will describe them.

The next step was a meeting with the Deputy Minister in the Prime 

Minister’s office, responsible for the status of woman and youth. The 

students presented the topics, their solutions and got feedback. 

In between the students started to work in their local communities 

to start establishing some of the solutions and create awareness. This 

was done mainly by writing articles in local newspapers and connecting 

with the local municipalities’ representatives to raise these issues. As an 

outcome, the deputy minister set a small committee to work on one 

of the issues and see if there is room to raise a proposal for law in the 

subject, the students got more involved and started their own projects 

in the areas discussed, and hopefully will be able to get the public more 

involved and get closer to a solution to some of the subjects.

A quarterly meeting is set with the group, where the group up-

dates on its progress and issues, and a report is issued to Prime Minister 

office. We cover the work in the local newspapers and hoping to get 

more students involved in the projects. 

Yair Goldfinger is the Co-Founder and Chief Technical officer of Dotomi, an 

on-line advertising company which focuses on creating personal, relevant and 

timely one-to-one messaging between marketers and their customers. At 26, 

Goldfinger co-founded ICQ, the world’s first internet-wide instant messaging 

service, which was acquired by AoL in 1998. Goldfinger holds a BA in Math and 

Computer Science from Tel-Aviv university and was granted the Wharton Infosys 

Business Transformation Award in 2005. He holds several patents in the area 

of instant messaging. Goldfinger is an active investor in several Israeli start-up 

companies. Goldfinger is a co-founder and sits on the management committee 

of The Friends of Raveh Ravid non-profit scholarship Fund for promoting leader-

ship, excellence and social responsibility. The fund is dedicated to the creation 

and formation of a new generation of young educated leaders from outlying 

areas, who will take a part in the management and leadership roles in national 

activities.

y a i r  g o l d f i n g e r
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The Power Living philosophy emphasizes that we are all precious resources. 

As author Terrie M. Williams said, “no one is born bad, mad or evil.” How-

ever, oftentimes we approach youth looking to “fix” them. Instead, youth 

empowerment is about success – creating an environment for all young peo-

ple to thrive and have the values, attributes, skills, and competencies that 

will contribute to their role as active socially-minded citizens today and in 

the future. It takes a positive, strength-based approach versus focusing on 

problem behavior. Rather than fitting youth into our agenda, they become a 

part of setting the agenda. 

key Messages
In order to empower young people, we must:

1. treat all youth with respect, acknowledging their current strengths 

and future potential;

2. provide relevant opportunities for active engagement, positive self-

expression and holistic growth; and

3. model positive behavior while offering sustainable support. 

power living

t e r e s a  k e n n e d y
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principle one: respect
The first principle of youth empowerment is to treat all young people with 

respect, acknowledging their current strengths and future potential. The 

message is your voice matters. Regardless of age, we all want to feel useful 

and be treated with dignity. When young people are viewed as competent 

individuals and feel that they are being taken seriously, they take themselves 

more seriously which builds self-esteem. A strength-based perspective helps 

a young person build confidence in his/her “IT Factor” or Inner Talent – ac-

knowledging that it is both valid and valuable. 

We each have something unique to offer – at every point in our lives. 

Too often we look at young people as future contributors instead of present 

leaders. Yet, history has shown that talent can shine at any age. Mozart pre-

miered his first opera at age 12. Most of John Keats major poems were writ-

ten between his 23rd and 24th birthdays. Paul Dirac, founder of quantum 

mechanics, won the nobel Prize for work he did at age 25. Albert einstein 

published his work on special relativity at age 26. Michelangelo completed 

the carving of David at age 29. Much of the technology that has changed our 

modern society was created by people in their twenties – from Mark Zucker-

burg of Facebook (age 23 at launch) to Lawrence e. Page and Sergey Brina 

from Google (both 25 at launch). 

Conversely, when young people are not listened to, they run the risk of 

being disillusioned and disenfranchised. They may seek alternative – often 

counterproductive - channels to express themselves. They become easy tar-

gets for anti-establishment hate groups offering them a sense of belonging 

and power. Similarly, when we focus solely on problem behavior – such as 

delinquency – then we suppress creativity and run the risk of stigmatizing 

those particular youth. This, in turn, may unintentionally reinforce the unde-

sirable behavior. In reality, all of our youth are “at risk” and need empower-

ment. When every youth is seen as a resource and leader in the community, 

the community wins. Traditional ways of doing things get challenged. Fresh 

ideas emerge. Your company or country may find its next game-changing in-

novation is developed by a teenager or twenty-something. Respect provides 

a channel to our most valuable resource. 
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principle two: active engagement
The second principle of youth empowerment is to provide relevant opportu-

nities for active engagement, positive self-expression and holistic growth. The 

message is we hear you. I am privileged to have grown up with parents who 

were experts in the fields of communication and leadership development, 

and had a track record of empowering young people around the world. 

What made their approach so impactful was the emphasis on active engage-

ment and self-expression. In other words, they made it fun! From role play-

ing exercises to small group activities, young people were encouraged to be 

involved and share their voices. For example, in the 1960s, my mom founded 

ID: Inner Dignity in new York which focused on girls getting to know and 

appreciate themselves using skill-building activities such as creative writing 

and role-playing. She found this to be an effective way to build self-esteem. 

When my parents were working at the university of Ghana, they used the 

theatre arts to help young Ghanaians search for their identities in the urban 

environment of Accra after growing up in village traditional cultures. It was a 

positive outlet for expression and problem-solving.

 In the early 1970s, my mother was in charge of a “Learning Through 

the Arts” pilot for new York State which was exploring a “whole” approach 

to skills development – cognitive, emotional and social – using the arts. She 

found that by giving participants ways to express themselves - through the-

atre, poetry, music, art and dance – they became more open in their commu-

nication, and learned and retained new concepts more easily. In the mid-70s, 

my family lived in Adelaide, Australia. My parents were working at Flinders 

university. They introduced new concepts of people, namely African and Af-

rican-American, to young white Australians, and were involved in providing 

young Aborigines with their first formal leadership training experiences. once 

again, they used the arts – TV, radio, theatre, music – as teaching tools. For 

example, students were videotaped doing speaking exercises so they could 

actually look at themselves to make changes. In this way, the young person 

could self-critique, as well as receive peer feedback. 

 one thing my parents emphasized was the importance of involving 

youth in decision-making. For example, when my father produced plays for 

the now Africa Theatre Company in nairobi, young people were a part of 

every aspect of the productions from the costume design to the publicity. It 

allowed them to develop positive relationships and acquire important skills in 

a nontraditional learning environment. This was particularly important for the 

young women who were raised to be relatively passive.

The Boy Scout organization does a good job at holistic skills develop-

ment by giving more and more responsibility and access to decision-making, 

as well as chances to serve the community as the boy moves from Cub Scouts 

(age 7 to 11) to Rovers (age 18 to 22). This provides opportunities to acquire 

citizenship skills such as how to lead and how to come to consensus. When 

young people see their contributions positively affecting the group they gain 

confidence and self-efficacy. When thinking about an opportunity for youth 

engagement for you own organization or initiative, make sure it is relevant. 

For example, if the jobs in your region are technology-related, then offer 

opportunities for youth to use technology as a platform for expression and 

involvement. Some of the skills they learn in these alternative settings can 

lead directly to improved educational performance and better employment 

prospects. Regardless of your motivation for wanting to engage young peo-

ple – workforce development, poverty alleviation or conflict resolution – pro-

viding relevant opportunities for active engagement, positive self-expression 

and holistic growth is a win-win for all.
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staff needs to be trained in engagement 
techniques and follow a well-developed plan.
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principle three: sustainable support
The third principle of youth empowerment is to model positive behavior while 

offering sustainable support. The message is we are partners in change. In 

order for young people to be most effective and engaged, it is important for 

adults to be committed and set high expectations for all involved. Whether it is 

a youth-focused program, initiative or organization, the staff should “practice 

what they preach” and model the expectations in their own behavior. Staff 

needs to be trained in engagement techniques and follow a well-developed 

plan. Where possible, parents should be involved in a structured manner.

If it is an adult-initiated project,  then the organizers should have very clear 

guidelines and roles for the young people to have meaningful participation. It’s 

important for young people to play a part in making decisions and feel vested 

in the outcome. Questions to ask include: Is there a formal position (e.g. on 

a committee) where the young person can have a voice and access to those 

in power? How can a wide range of young people participate to promote in-

clusiveness? What can young people expect to gain from their involvement? 

Is there a systematic path for growth and development? What process can 

be put in place so young people can be trained to take over as leaders of the 

program/project in the future? What structures are in place to include youth in 

the evaluation of the programs related to them to ensure continued relevance? 

How is our program connected to a larger macrosystem (e.g. community, gov-

ernment, labor market)?

If it is a youth-initiated project, adults still play an important role as facili-

tators to guide the young people to the necessary resources and as mentors 

to aid in skills development. This promotes a sense of partnership which can 

build trust over time. Young people need to know that there is a safe space 

to grow and that there is someone there they can talk to in confidence. 

They need support and focused attention of adults and peer mentors. It also 

helps if the staff is reflective of the population being served, and the nuances 

related to race, ethnicity, social class, cultural norms, gender and physical or 

learning disabilities are taken into consideration. Youth engagement should 

not be an after-thought. In order for it to be sustainable, it requires long-term 

planning and coordinated cross-sector efforts, as well as an investment in 

time and money. 

conclusions
Youth around the world are facing considerable obstacles. In some societ-

ies, parents are working longer hours and the extended intergenerational 

support has been fractured. For many, media and technology have become 

“surrogate” role models. oftentimes the educational system is not prepar-

ing youth for the current job market. Some young people don’t have ac-

cess to formal education at all. Due to high-risk activities such as drug abuse 

and delinquency, youth become a burden to society instead of contributors. 

Preventing high-risk behavior is very important. Coupling that with positive 

youth empowerment programs is even more powerful. Whether it is a local 

business providing an internship or the government engaging young people 

in the policy making process, society benefits in the long-run.

Researchers Richard M. Lerner, Celia Fisher and Richard A. Weinberg 

have put forth that effective youth development leads to the “five Cs.” 

These include 1) Competence in academic, social, emotional, and voca-

tional areas; 2) Confidence in whom one is becoming; 3) Connection to 

self and others; 4) Character that comes from positive values, integrity, and 

strong sense of morals; and 5) Caring and compassion. Another “C” was 

later added which is Contribution. We each have the ability to contribute 

something special. By treating all youth with respect, providing relevant 

opportunities for active engagement, and offering sustainable support, we 

can help young people develop the personal and social assets they need to 

be resilient and productive in the world. 
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The primary project was to create a “Dream 

Map” – a personal collage representing their 

life vision and dreams. Besides being fun, 

making a Dream Map - using words, pictures 

and colors in mapping your life vision - has 

been shown to be an effective, “whole-

brained” approach to impressing the subcon-

scious with your desires and dreams. It taps 

into the left and right sides of the brain. The 

girls were given the tools, guidance, as well 

as the time to systematically map out their 

dreams. They were also guided on how to 

set goals to help make their dreams a reality. 

In the final session, each girl presented her 

Core Self to the group through her Dream 

Map. Video interviews were done with each 

participating girl to capture her feedback. 

The counselors who had been working with 

the girls noted a marked difference in their self-confidence, com-

munication skills and ability to articulate their life goals. The pro-

gram was expanded the subsequent year.

Age: 14

Dream: Be a Scientist

Personal Mantra: “Live out Loud! Celebrate Me!”

Feedback: “Being a PWR Broker was very enlightening be-

cause we got to experience and learn about ourselves and 

other people. We discovered our plans for the future. The 

process of PWR mapping was fun. It was interesting to see 

what I thought was worthy to go on the map.”

case study

dream mapping as an engagement tool
In 2007, I co-created the Young PWR Brokers program. We ran the 

pilot as part of the After School Program at the Dorothy Day Apart-

ments in Harlem which houses formerly homeless families. The goal 

was to promote self-esteem and provide personal empowerment tools 

to girls ages 11 to 14. The sessions were delivered weekly in ten one-

hour modules. The girls participated in a variety of interactive exercises 

about recognizing their strengths, identifying core values, handling 

peer pressure, positive thinking, general wellness and exercise. They 

used tools such as breathing techniques, physical movement, visualiza-

tion, journaling, affirmations, and role-playing. They were prompted 

to express themselves by thinking, moving, communicating and creat-

ing in an age-appropriate manner. The girls also learned what it meant 

to be a Young PWR Broker:

A Young PWR Broker is someone who lives each moment to the 

fullest, offering the universe something it has never seen before, cre-

ating instead of imitating. 

someone who understands her worth, uses her voice, and 

achieves with and through authenticity, understanding that power 

comes from within, as a source of energy, productivity, creativity, 

joy and prosperity.

someone who seeks to inspire others. She knows that it’s not just 

about me. She knows that the secret to success is really serving others 

and inspiring others to be their best. She is also open to inspiration 

from others. That is a true PWR Broker. 

A Young PWR Broker has an “I CAn” attitude:

I.  Integrity being honest with yourself and others.

C. Creativity seeking to create and offer your unique voice.

A. Authenticity living from your heart. 

n. no nonsense staying away from anything that blocks your 

potential.
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Teresa Kay-Aba Kennedy is an early Internet pioneer and media executive who is 

also an internationally-recognized expert in wellness, productivity management and 

empowerment. She started her career as the youngest researcher at Harvard Busi-

ness School, advising Fortune 500 companies on how to operate more efficiently. 

now, through her company Power Living enterprises, Inc., she helps people live 

more effectively by offering workshops, coaching and digital media programs. Cli-

ents have ranged from Deloitte Financial Advisory Services to Bloomberg Media. She 

is a national Spokesperson for the American Heart Association, an ambassador for 

HealthCorps, and a frequent keynote speaker for various organizations including 

the Cleveland Clinic’s Speaking of Women’s Health tour. She has also been a discus-

sion leader for the Annual Meeting of the World economic Forum in Davos, Swit-

zerland. Previously, she was Vice President of Business Development and operations 

at MTV networks, and founder of VH1 Interactive and VH1 Radio online. She is the 

author of multiple books/CDs, and has been featured in media from Cnn to oprah’s 

book Live Your Best Life! She has a dual BA from Wellesley College, an MBA from 

Harvard, a Ph.D. in World Religions and certifications in Yoga and Holistic Health 

Counseling. Although she is American, she was born in Ghana, started school in 

Australia, and studied in Italy.

t e r e s a  k e n n e d y

by treating all youth with respect, 
providing relevant opportunities 
for active engagement, and offering 
sustainable support, we can help 
young people develop the personal 
and social assets they need to be 
resilient and productive in the world. 
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one of the most powerful untapped resources in third world countries to-

day resides within the population of secondary school-aged youth, many of 

whom are refugees suffering the daily camp indignities of severe poverty and 

societal marginalization. Deprived of access to a higher education and a co-

ordinated and multi-tiered support network to feed their starved minds, bod-

ies, and spirits, these “Most Vulnerable” remain locked in a cycle of despair 

and frustration. Such cycles have historically engendered the civil unrest and 

genocides, which continue to plague so many third world countries today. 

The lack of comprehensive educational resources available to free and 

civil societies is most egregious in Africa where the number of countries con-

sidered “not free” rose to 16 in 201014 . 

 Years of civil war waged within some of these countries have prevented 

their populations from acquiring even the most rudimentary educational skills 

and economic tools which might otherwise guarantee them access to a high-

er education. In fact, Sub-Saharan university enrollment rates have not risen 

as quickly as in Latin America or China15. It is no wonder, then, that these 

countries have produced the largest concentration of refugee camps and the 

highest poverty levels worldwide.

l o r n a  s o l i s

engaging the most vulnerable

 
 

14 source: freedom house (2010)

15 source: unesco (2010)
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especially vulnerable in these camps are the young girls who are trapped by 

cultural and gender prejudices, which pervade their daily lives and prevent 

their assimilation into, and recognition by, an otherwise productive society. 

Girls fall behind in enrolment in both primary and secondary school. early 

marriage and pregnancies often prohibit girls from attending schools. even 

those who do attend often miss school during menstruation16. Getting girls 

into school demands concerted action and political leadership to change atti-

tudes and household labour practices. Yet local community and global efforts 

will successfully prove that their plight, and that of all secondary school-aged 

youth, can be positively altered through targeted educational and economic 

efforts which emphasize the importance of a healthy Mind, Body, and Spirit 

to secondary school-aged youth, their families, and communities. These ef-

forts serve to engage, empower, and elevate the “Most Vulnerable” Refu-

gees in order that they may successfully serve in their highest capacity as 

future global role models.

key Messages
engaging Youth

empowering Youth 

elevating Youth

16 Harvests of Development in Rural Africa: 
The Millennium Villages After Three Years - 
201015 Source: uneSCo (2010).

17 education for all Global Monitoring Report 
2010 Summary
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tritional education and well being through targeted 

topics such as “Honour one’s Body”. Male and female 

youth would be broken into separate groups with 

discussions facilitated by gender specific facilitators. 

As part of this component, the religious and cultural 

backgrounds of youth must be considered and care-

fully addressed so as not to violate any widely accept-

ed family or community customs. Additionally, protein 

bars, vitamin supplements, and any other available 

food source would be distributed to the youth in order 

to build their strength and maximize their vital energy.

An additional lesson in this component that 

addresses the desperate need for agricultural cul-

tivation would have a lasting impact on both the 

youth and the community. Widespread malnutrition 

and deteriorating prospects for reducing extreme 

poverty have far-reaching consequences for educa-

tion18. Currently, African agricultural productivity is 

lower than in most other regions19. Any increase in 

agrarian productivity, even marginally, would feed 

the under nourished bodies and sharpen the minds 

of the youth and the community.

A community plot similar to those which have been recently introduced 

into the modern American urban landscape and with which global outreach 

programs have enjoyed international success would nurture both the body 

and the spirit of the youth and community members who would enjoy a 

glimpse of the agrarian bounties offered to a peaceful and civil society.  

“A Healthy Spirit” would encourage the youths’ active development of 

positive emotional health through directed counselling and feedback on tar-

geted topics including “Who am I”, “Why am I Here”, “What is my purpose”, 

and “How do I best use my experience for a greater good.” Special emphasis 

would be placed on female youth discussions and reinforcement of individual 

identity and the value of same. Additional component lessons might include 

the topics “About Me”, “Family”, “Local Community”, “Global Commu-

nity”, “Friendship and Cooperation”, “Appreciate Diversity”, and “I Make a 

Difference – Female to Male Perspective.”

especially vulnerable in these camps are the young girls who are trapped 

by cultural and gender prejudices, which pervade their daily lives and prevent 

their assimilation into, and recognition by, an otherwise productive society. 

Girls fall behind in enrolment in both primary and secondary school. early 

marriage and pregnancies often prohibit girls from attending schools. even 

those who do attend often miss school during menstruation . Getting girls into 

school demands concerted action and political leadership to change attitudes 

and household labour practices .  Yet local community and global efforts will 

successfully prove that their plight, and that of all secondary school-aged 

engaging youth
Additional core educational concepts can be introduced to youth through 

the use of workshops either within the school environment or within a com-

munity meeting center that may be provided by a third party Agency oper-

ating within the camp. Facilitators, whether “youth friendly” adult educa-

tors or student role models chosen from the secondary-aged youth, would 

engage the workshop audience through a series of topics emphasizing the 

Healthy Mind Body Spirit components. Active youth participation in discus-

sion and debate would be encouraged through positive feedback to all re-

sponses and through encouraging youth-to-youth interaction. 

Similar workshops attended separately by the families of youth and by 

community leaders would prove equally valuable. Facilitators would enrol 

the attendees in Group and smaller team exercises designed to emphasize 

the importance of female youth participation at all levels of the workshops. 

In certain discretionary instances reward-based incentives could be incorpo-

rated into the exercises to maximize attendee participation. 

“A Healthy Mind” component would emphasize the youths’ reasoning 

skills (through short written essays) and ability to verbalize opinions regarding 

targeted topics such as “every opinion Counts” and “Individual opinions can 

lead to Community Consensus.” As the Blue Rose Compass case study of our 

first BRC Scholar has demonstrated, a vital key to engaging the youth would 

be the positive recognition they received from the facilitators and peers dur-

ing the component. Proactive facilitators would additionally provide direc-

tion to youth through verbal feedback and written (i.e. chalkboard/chart) 

diagrams (an example being “You” and “Me” circles which overlap in middle 

to promote thoughtful discussion on relationship and interaction).

“A Healthy Body” component would emphasize lessons in food and nu-

 

18 summary education for all global monitoring 
report 2010 

19 source: world economic forum on africa; 
redesigning africa’s growth strategy, dar es salaam, 
tanzania 5-7 may 2010
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empowering youth 
Key to Youth empowerment is not merely youth involvement in a task or 

project but that the youth conceptualize, build, and initiate the project 

thereby feeling ownership and personal commitment toward the project. 

Facilitators would identify through group discussion specific issues includ-

ing Camp needs, Community needs, and Individual needs, all of which can 

be positively addressed and influenced by youth through active change. 

emphasis on Youth-To-Youth discussion and debate is essential to the suc-

cess of this component. Facilitators would encourage formation of task 

forces and mission statements to address identified issues and implement 

appropriate measures indicative in any “grass roots” movements so preva-

lent in free civil societies.

Special emphasis should be placed on female individual and community 

issues. A joint task force composed of male and female youth should be 

encouraged to work together to address the identified issues. extraordinary 

results have emerged from investments in girls’ secondary schooling with 

yields exceeding over 18% total return to society20. In essence, educating a 

female youth has been proven to feed an entire village through her contribu-

tions to feed, clothe, and shelter her family. Being nurturers by nature, female 

youth are not as prone to promoting war and civil unrest. empowering them 

through role-play exercises which emphasize their inherent gifts and in which 

they experience themselves as active participants and leaders in a peer-to-

peer environment would transform them into tomorrow’s global role models.
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Facilitators would identify Role Models and Leaders through Group 

role-play exercises that engage all youth in active tasks. Groups could then 

be broken into smaller teams to assign tasks to individuals to ensure full 

youth participation and recognition. Role-play exercises would include previ-

ous Component Topics and additional lesson examples like “A Day of Life in 

Camp from All Perspectives”, “How We Make a Positive Difference in our 

Family, The Camp and the World.” Smaller Components would present role-

plays in front of the Group audience with active and positive encouragement 

from all participants.

elevating youth
engaged and empowered youth, driven by their healthy Mind Body Spirit 

mantra, would indeed transform their world when provided with the basic 

Tools for Success. International charitable and Inter-Agency efforts to secure 

and provide the following items would vastly help the secondary-age youth 

to achieve their dreams of a higher education: Solar Lamps to facilitate eve-

ning studies and family interaction; Solar Laptop Computers/notebooks for 

each student or for a computer lab to encourage additional studies; Addi-

tional Tutors to serve as supplemental educators; and Supplemental Reading 

Material emphasizing the aforementioned Component Topics.

Additionally, youth would respond positively to a reward system that 

recognizes their efforts in scholastic studies and leadership roles. Active pro-

motion of a “My Buddy” system which pairs youth with a fellow youth and/

or a Tutor/Mentor would provide additional motivation and support to youth 

in their educational studies and camp life. Finally, workshops presented to 

youth families that promote and encourage active family support to the 

youth through Family Counselling, Role-plays, and Positive Tutor Feedback 

would further reinforce the youth efforts.

 It is critical that a strong and inter-related support network composed 

of youth families, their communities, and Agency/Global Charities be created 

and maintained to provide consistent and positive feedback to the youth. The 

cooperation between Agency and Global Charities will ensure that any weak-

nesses in the network can be identified and addressed in order to support 

youth ability to excel in their educational studies and empowerment exercises. 

Global Charities play a crucial role to further engage, elevate, and em-

power the youth. Through partnerships and cooperation with Agency efforts, 

they would provide tutors, who through counselling and interaction with the 

youth and youth families would actively encourage and reward youth families 

(including financial incentives)21 which provide positive support to the youth, 

especially the girls. To encourage community support of the youth empow-

erment workshops, Global Charities would provide venues for community 

participation in and recognition of the personal achievements and scholastic 

efforts of the youth.

The positive support by governments of programs which facilitate and 

encourage youth empowerment through scholastic achievements is vital to 

their success. overcoming any marginalization within its civil society, and es-

pecially in education, should be a high policy priority for all governments . 

Transformational change is possible when marginalized youth, and espe-

cially female youth, are encouraged to cultivate and maintain a healthy Mind, 

Body, and Spirit. The skill sets which they develop through active participation 

in peer-to-peer role-playing and discussion and debate using lessons from 

those core concepts will facilitate their scholastic achievements. Through 

their higher education and better understanding of themselves, once mar-

ginalized youth will be empowered to serve as the role models and leaders 

required to bring positive and lasting change to their country and to the 

international community. 

20 Source: Psacharopoulos and Patrinos, “Returns 
to investment in education: a further update”, 
education economics (2004)

21 education for all Global Monitoring Report 
2010 Summary
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l o r n a  s o l i s

engaged and empowered youth, 
driven by their healthy mind body 

spirit mantra, would indeed 
transform their world when 

provided with the basic 
tools for success.
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The widely growing term “Youth entrepreneurship” steadily brings to light 

the positive and exciting notion that young people are eligible stakeholders 

and actors in the entrepreneurship domain of our time in history. From differ-

ent references, entrepreneurship can be defined as the act of being an entre-

preneur (1). It is widely reported that the word entrepreneur was first coined 

by Jean Baptiste Say, who defined an entrepreneur as “one who undertakes 

an enterprise, especially a contractor, acting as intermediary between capital 

and labour” (2). For this publication, by entrepreneur I do not imply the gen-

eral definition of “someone willing to take the risk of starting a small compa-

ny and eventually growing it into a big business”. Many people can and have 

achieved this of course. I have rather embraced a more endearing definition 

by David Bornstein who defined “an entrepreneur as an individual who sees 

a problem and is obsessed with a new idea solution, who takes the initia-

tive to act on that vision, who gathers resources and builds organizations to 

protect and market that vision, who provides the energy and sustained focus 

to overcome the inevitable resistance, and who decade after decade, keeps 

improving, strengthening and broadening that vision until what was once 

a marginal idea has become a new norm”(3). Yes! This is more like it. I am 

happy to affirm that more and more young people today than ever before are 

emerging to fit this definition as young entrepreneurs.

youth entrepreneurship                

k i n g s l e y  b a n g w e l l
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key Messages
This chapter on Youth entrepreneurship is written basically to communicate 3 

critical key ideas that can accentuate the domain of youth entrepreneurship 

by the end of this new decade and make our world a much more engaging 

space. our earnest expectation is that someone powerful and passionate 

somewhere in the world will engage and transform any of these ideas to 

action. That in itself is the entrepreneurial spirit we celebrate in the World 

economic Forum annually! The 3 key ideas as captured below are:-

Young people have intrinsic entrepreneurial streak, special education is 

required to harness it. 

Young entrepreneurs require an enabling atmosphere to sprout, thus the 

need for young entrepreneur’s parks.

Celebrating young entrepreneurs is key to youth entrepreneurship growth, 

an annual Global Young entrepreneurs exhibition becomes inevitable. 

i deas briefs
FIRST IDeA Young people have an intrinsic entrepreneurial streak 

According to Michael e. Gerber, “entrepreneurship is not a trait, quality, or 

characteristic possessed by a rare and special few. It belongs to each and 

every one of us. It lives inside us all. It is a legacy, a birthright, which we are 

free to nourish or ignore, to claim or reject, to pursue or avoid, to develop or 

not, so help us God” (4). To be more forthright, we all, adults and young peo-

ple alike all possess an intrinsic entrepreneurial streak within, we just need 

some intentional and systemic education to better harness this potential. Ir-

respective of socio-cultural and ethno religious backgrounds, there are young 

people all over the world who are steadily demonstrating the potentials for 

entrepreneurship. It is therefore imperative to give due attention to the idea 

of a Global Youth entre-Ducation Program targeting many young budding 

entrepreneurs. While nobody can claim monopoly of such knowledge or pro-

grams, there are existing efforts across the globe that offer insight, learning 

and the motivation to either replicate, re-invent or collaborate to increase 

entre-Ducation platforms for potential young entrepreneurs to blossom into 

real entrepreneurs.

To further buttress this need, during a speaking engagement in June in 

2009 in Jos - nigeria, I mentioned that a person can start an enterprise with 

what they have and build it into a huge business. one Cyprian, a youth in 

the audience who works in a transport company in Jos city decided to start 

a small enterprise of supplying car spare-parts to transport companies whose 

vehicles breakdown in the middle of the road during long distance journeys. 

So he spread his phone numbers round and began receiving calls to supply car 

spare-parts. In March 2010, he confessed to me that the business he started 

with $150 in June 2009 now has a capital base of $2,600 even without a shop 

outlet, he supplies the spare-parts from his house. This is the entrepreneurial 

streak displaying at a very infancy level, but is he obsessed with an idea yet?.

Rebecca, a single lady who works in as an administrator in an office is 

passionate about people dressing well and so designs dresses and gives to 

people free of charge for them to sow. She has been doing this for the past 

2 years and then I told her to begin to design, buy fabrics and give to tailors 

to make and then try to sell at her leisure, just last week she was sharing with 

me with huge excitement how she has started getting orders from clients 

requesting for either cloth designs or already made wears. This also is another 

level of entrepreneurship, but is she obsessed with an idea yet? Suffice to 

state that many of these young people possess the entrepreneurial streak but 

not an idea solution to solve a major problem. Yet they are potentials, they 

can be taught how to nurture the entrepreneurial streak within for global im-

pact. Showing them that they are potential entrepreneurs through a systemic 

program is what a Global entre-Ducation Initiative can do! 

SeConD IDeA Budding young entrepreneurs require an enabling atmo-

sphere to thrive

If the Chemist or Biologist or Scientist needs a Lab for research, experi-

ments and development, then an entrepreneur also needs a research lab, a 

testing ground and a development hub. The argument is predicated on the 

fact that just as the Biologist is obsessed with an idea and is unto something 

yet formless but sure to evolve form and value, so also the young entrepre-

neur is unto something powerful, yet to take form and impact society for 

good. By the way, Michael e. Gerber states that “entrepreneurship is first of 

all power to create” (5). And creativity does not suddenly appear at the age 

of 35 or 50, it is first identified and nurtured to grow.

The proposal for a Young entrepreneurs Park offers young and budding 

entrepreneurs the enabling environment to think, to experiment, to fail, to 

be mentored, to enjoy peer energy, to access requisite resources, opportuni-

ties as well as time to mature their ideas. Business incubator models in the 

uS among others are models that can be further reviewed and replicated to 
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suit local realities. In Jordan, nairobi, Manhattan, Liverpool, Dares Salaam, 

Cape Town, Cyprus, Kuwait, Luxemburg, Beijing, ontario, Accra, rural and 

urban centers, many young people are yearning for that place they can walk 

into, locate a corner to themselves to explore and deploy their idea thoughts. 

This place just needs to be tailored to suit their uniqueness as well as their 

sensitivities. It is the kind of place governments, corporate bodies as well as 

thought leaders can also “meet-up” be it formally or informally to share their 

corporate and governmental challenges with these young people and watch 

with amazement the outburst of creativity and solution that can emanate 

from young entrepreneurs.

nothing can quantify what our world, governments, corporations and 

institutions are losing annually by not investing in establishing Young entre-

preneurs Parks around the world. We also know that this decade offers us 

much more if more funding is dedicated to establishing Young entrepreneurs 

Parks so that potential Rebeccas, Cyprians, oluchis, Ibrahims, Talatus, Gus-

tavos, Kanchanas, Klauss etc can spark, nurture and foster their ideas for lo-

cal and global prosperity. “They are restless people seeking to deal with 

problems that were not being successfully coped with by existing insti-

tutions” (6) So let us identify and nurture many more of them intentionally.

THIRTH IDeA Showcasing and Celebrating Young entrepreneurs fosters 

Youth entreprenuership

When you celebrate someone you inadvertently inspire the person to do 

more. When you celebrate some you also challenge others to rise to the occa-

sion for recognition. Moreso, when you celebrate an achiever, you spark col-

laborative interests and initiatives resulting in possible life changing impactful 

outcomes. I already can imagine a global day for celebrating young entrepre-

neurs from all over the world! of course such a day can never move the world 

backwards but surely forward towards prosperity and a better world.

As we know, each year world leaders gather at the united nation Gener-

al Assembly, european union Congress, G-8, G-20, G-77, African union An-

nual Congress, Commonwealth Head of Government Meetings among oth-

ers to discuss sundry matters of local and global focus all in a bid to achieve a 

more peaceful and prosperous world. There is no doubt that a timely display 

of young entrepreneurs chatting new ideas in different fields of endeavors 

before leaders of government will offer many hints of solutions or sparks of 

ideas capable of solving some of the very problems in agenda for discussion 

in such meetings and across many government cabinets I dare-say! 

on november 13th, 2009 I organised the First nigeria Youth Works exhi-

bition and Top 12 Awards at the Abuja Sheraton Hotels and Towers showcas-

ing 60 young change makers in 12 different categories. These young people, 

including a physically challenged youth were all under 35 years of age with-

out any national recognition but already implementing impact projects rang-

ing from offering scholarships to rural youths, coastal tourism initiatives, re-

newable energy pilot projects, anti cyber- crime campaigns, waste to wealth 

environment friendly initiatives etc. By the close of the event, Sen. Akinlabi 

olasunkamni, then Hon. Minister of Youth Development of nigeria who 

graced the occasion publicly affirmed that he had not before encountered 

such amount of creativity and ingenuity all housed in a single building before 

and the positive energy was so palpable and inspiring. no surprise therefore 

by his next declaration that with such young potentials willing to pursue their 

ideas nigeria can only become a great nation in years to come! There is a 

young person in a faraway distance right now obsessed with an idea that can 

alter a social pattern, he or she is assiduously working passionately on it, and 

is creating little impact at a low level. Meanwhile his or her counter-part in 

another corner of the globe is unto a level of idea that has gone national or 

global and changing social patterns, a clear example can be Mark Zuckerburg 

of Facebook. If the world can learn how to give young entrepreneurs just one 

day to showcase their creativity with massive global publicity and presence 

of world leaders, even the bad may become convinced that you are not re-

membered for destruction and evil but for creating something of enterprise 

and human good. So bottomline: “who will support us make the first Global 

Young entrepreneurs exhibition happen? GYeX 2011 

he or she is assiduously working passionately on it, 
and is creating little impact at a low level

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/entrepreneur
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/entrepreneur
David Bornstein – How to Change the World, Page 3
Michael e. Gerber – The e-Myth Mastery, Page 4
Michael e. Gerber – The e-Myth Mastery, Page 4
David Bornstein – How to Change the World, Page 4
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conclusions 
As I conclude this chapter, I am forced to ask a rhetoric question “are 

we in need of change?” I presume that the gusto behind the Yes or no 

will certainly differ at different levels of societies. For instance, where 

I come from in Africa, a chorus ‘yes’ at the loudest possible volume is 

guaranteed. It is this urgent and dire need for positive change that 

makes the quest for youth entrepreneurship urgent in Africa. 

our world has arrived where it is today majorly through the ef-

forts of entrepreneurs, most of who started in their youthful age. 

It brings delight to the thought that young people are stakehold-

ers in our entrepreneurship development. With over 1billion young 

people in the world today, the biggest new generation ever, the po-

tential for youth entrepreneurship is larger than human history has 

ever recorded. What is now critical is how to harness this potential in 

an intentional and systemic way.

Across our globe many young people are already altering social 

patterns and ways of life in very positive and dynamic way. They can 

no longer be ignored or left at the background. If you by any chance 

have used Facebook or Google within the last one week, then you 

add to the position that youth entrepreneurship adds significance to 

a better world. Therefore, a global platform to annually showcase 

these budding entrepreneurs to especially world leaders is a huge 

opportunity that needs to be harnessed. Your support can make this 

vision a reality.
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At the age of 22 in 1995, Kingsley n.T. Bangwell founded the Youngstars Foun-

dation, registered today as Youngstars Development Initiative in nigeria and 

Ghana. Youngstars works to empower young people and strengthen youth or-

ganizations involved in development work. Among many model projects which 

Kingsley initiated under Youngstars include SHIne Plateau Youth Reality TV Show 

on good governance (2008) funded by British Council, DeSPLAY youth democ-

racy academy (since 2005) funded by neD uSA, publication of the seven-book 

series, “How to..” youth development, funded by the British Council/DFID and 

presented to Charles, Prince of Wales, during his visit to nigeria in 2007. Ban-

gwell organized the nigeria Youth Roundtable on the nigerian general elections 

in 2007, also coordinated the first nigeria Youth e-forum on President Yar Adua’s 

Seven-Point Agenda. Recently, Youngstars conducted first time voters education 

in Ghana.

k i n g s l e y  b a n g w e l l

across our globe many young people 
are already altering social patterns and 
ways of life in very positive and dynamic 
way.
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Youth is changing every day and the connectivity and affinity they have with 

existing institutions has been decreasing at a pretty rapid pace. The signs are 

everywhere across all constituencies of society: government, schools, corpo-

rations, nGos, etc. Feels like youth now wants to be independent and have 

a number of choices available on how to spend their time. The decision on 

how to allocate specific tasks, changes depending on the time of the year 

and is specific for each person. More and more, pursuing an education and 

obtaining a fulfilling job seems to be more a rarity than a common path. The 

result?, a less structured youth development which has been impacting em-

ployment levels, overall satisfaction on the options that are available today, 

and most importantly, an increasingly dissatisfied and unmotivated youth. A 

possible solution to this situation is fostering entrepreneurship as a means to 

provide flexibility, possibility, creativity and most importantly, self-awareness 

to youth while creating a business that could have a lasting impact to society. 

There are organizations like Pro-empleo in Mexico that have programs which 

could be used as an example to promote and develop youth entrepreneurs.  

why being an entrepreneur can be a viable 
development tool for youth?
Working pay is a common experience for youth on a global basis; unfortu-

nately, its overall appeal has been losing steam fast. Conditions are different 

for everyone and the spectrum of possibilities are very broad. Jobs are infor-

mal and formal, complementary to different educational degrees or unfortu-

nately the vast majority are out necessity to cover basic needs. As mentioned 

before, the long term trend of having a migration from jobs to full time 

formal schooling apparently has been reversed. Combining employment with 

school enrolment has become the rule, especially in those economies where 

the income differential has widened significantly. Despite this apparent rule 

of thumb, what is difficult to understand is why the level of employment 

among youth seems to be decreasing at a pretty rapid pace. In 2009, the u.S. 

a l f r e d o  c a p o t e

entrepreneurship as a means 
to foster youth development   
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Department of Labor23 reported that the proportion of young people (16 to 

24 years old) who were employed during the 2009 summer was 51.4%, the 

lowest levels seen since 1948. one may think that the short answer to this 

statistic is the economic meltdown experienced in 2009. But unfortunately 

there is another data point in a long term trend. The labour force participa-

tion rate for youth (proportion of youth population working or looking for 

work) was 63.0% in July 2009, which was 14.5 percentage points below its 

peak for that month in 1989 (77.5%). The youth participation rate was the 

lowest July rate since 1955 (62.8%). The u.S. is one of the most dynamic job 

markets is the world and thus, it shows a trend that is common on a global 

basis. So the ability to match specific preferences and craft them to your own 

goals and aspirations can become a powerful tool in re-engaging youth with 

work and with society. 

Youth development is an ongoing process through which young people 

attempt to meet their needs and develop the competencies they perceive as 

necessary for survival and transition to adulthood24. employment through 

working pay, can contribute to the development of the five competency ar-

eas that youth must master for development. According to Jordan and nor-

man, from the university of Florida, these are:

one Health/Physical Competence: Having appropriate knowledge, at-

titudes and behaviours that will ensure current and future health

TWo Personal/Social Competence: Skills that would allow to understand 

one’s emotions, practice self-discipline and develop and sustain personal 

relationships/friendships

THRee Knowledge, reasoning and creativity Competence: A broad base 

of knowledge application skills, learning skills and an ability to demon-

strate creative expression

FouR Vocational Competence: understanding and awareness of life op-

tions and the steps necessary to accomplish them. This competence can 

provide adequate preparation for work and family life

FIVe Citizenship Competency: understanding of the history and values 

of one’s nation, community, race, ethnic and cultural heritage.

Clearly, entrepreneurship can contribute the most in developing a vocational 

competence in youth. This is an alternative that could be applied on a global 

basis and be customized so that it can provide a compelling argument for 

individuals to foster further its own development. In the end, having and 

23 uS Department of Labor, employment and 
unemployment Among Youth- Summer 2009. 
Bureau of Labor Statistics 

24 Reviewing Youth Development Principles, 
Joy C. Jordan and Marilyn norman, university of 
Florida, IFAS extention 
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operating a business, no matter how big or small is a conducive environment 

for youth to develop the aforementioned core competencies. As a result, 

youth will have a better knowledge base to analyze, scrutinize and dissect 

different professional paths, which as result will prepare them to have a more 

successful adulthood.

so, how you reach out and foster entrepre-
neurship? the pro empleo example
In Mexico, like many other emerging economies, the need to create employ-

ment is a permanent one. Providing the basic tools to create and manage a 

business can be an important venue to foster ideas and encourage participa-

tion in the creation of a way of living while providing jobs. After having one 

of the most severe financial crises in recent history, Mexico in 1995 faced one 

of the most challenging tasks: rebuilding the economic future of an entire 

country. Many efforts were made across a broad array of initiatives which 

were enacted by the government and the society at large. Mr. Alfredo Achar 

and a group of business leaders, complemented the job offerings available 

in their companies with the creation of an nGo that would enable people to 

pursue their own business: Pro empleo. 

Pro-empleo has designed a methodology to transfer management tools 

for entrepreneurs and so enable them to understand key business concepts in 

an 80 hour training session. The subjects include self-reliance, finance, legal, 

taxation and management skills as well as sales and marketing. The business 

model has emerged from this entrepreneurial program in order to increase 

the chance for success of the students. A significant portion of the Mexican 

population driven, in part, by a succession of economic crises, has the desire 

and need to become micro entrepreneurs lacking however, the necessary 

management skills. Pro-empleo strives to provide them with the knowledge, 

the tools and the methods necessary to insure the success of their ideas. 

Pro empleo mission is to encourage the creation of wealth by support-

ing people who want to achieve a dignified and productive life through the 

realization of their ideas and creativity through training and consultancy for 

the creation or improvement of their microenterprises and self-employment. 

Its objectives are clear:

providing the basic tools to create and manage a 
business can be an important venue to foster ideas 
and encourage participation in the creation of 
a way of living while providing jobs.
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one encourage the creation of wealth for most Mexicans to integrate 

production activities promoting their social rehabilitation, integration of 

family and social development 

TWo enabling people to regain their dignity and livelihoods through the 

creation and / or improve their small businesses.

THRee Create a business that has a credible and sustainable financial 

prospect

Pro empleo’s operating model revolves around key educational principles, 

which provides a clear perspective on how to create and manage a new 

business ventures and support through an incubator to give sustainability 

once the business is established. Constant follow-up with each of the entre-

preneurs creates an interactive platform through which the business is cre-

ated, launched and most importantly funded. Key aspects of the program are 

detailed below: 

A. enTRePReneuRIAL PRoGRAM 

Training program with a theoretical, practical and group methodology fo-

cused on the launching and/or improvement of existing micro-businesses. 

Subjects include human resources, management, finance, sales and market-

ing, legal, taxation and business plan development. 

B. TRADeSMAn WoRKSHoP 

Pro empleo offers various apprenticeship programs in technical trades through 

its Tradesmen Workshop for those who wish to be self employed. Pro em-

pleo’s advisors provide on-going support to business once it is launched.

C. BuSIneSS InCuBAToR

one year consulting sessions focused on strategic planning, legal, taxation, 

human resources, sales and marketing as well as funding. over 50 micro en-

terprises are developed through Pro empleo´s Business Incubator every year.

D. BuSIneSS DeVeLoPMenT CenTeR

This is a center dedicated to provide support to established businesses. This 

is a “continued-education” program focused on maintaining and improving 

the level of skills needed for the operations of the ongoing micro enterprises.

The following diagram provides an overview of the different stages:
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BuSIneSS InCuBAToR TRACK-ReCoRD

Pro empleo’s incubated companies have a 90% subsistence ratio after several 

years of initiating operations, which is well above the Mexican average.

These results have been widely recognized by a number of institutions and 

organizations both in Mexico and internationally. In the end, there have been 

a total of 38,700 participants which in turn have generated a total of 43,000 

jobs. This is a model that could be easily replicated around the globe. 

THe ReSuLTS? 

They are quite compelling so far. Pro empleo has trained over 70,000 entre-

preneur graduates during its 15 year history. During 2009, 6,848 graduates 

undertook the entrepreneurial Program and currently rely on its follow-up 

network. They are supported by on-going consultancy during the execution 

phase of their business plan. The initial results of the program have provided 

a basis to launch the program on a national basis. 

neTWoRK

Pro empleo has presence through its network in eight states in Mexico. The 

objective is to achieve nationwide presence by 2015. 

Domestic and international commitment and support is required to achieve 

these goals.

PARTICIPAnT PRoFILe

over 65% of the entrepreneurial Program participants have a uni-

versity degree, post graduate or a technical degree. A compelling statistic is 

that youth represents a third of program statistics.

 

   

profile

women 59%

men 41%

18 to 30 years 29%

32 to 40 years 32%

41 and up 37%

education

elementary 5%

sophomore 13%

high school 19%

technical carrer 17%

universtity major 40%

postgraduate 6%
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Alfredo is deeply interested in finance, entrepreneurship and education. He is a 

Managing Director at Goldman Sachs & Co, responsible for Goldman Sachs 

investment banking business in Mexico and Central America. Alfredo has 

been involved in the development and execution of several transactions in 

the Americas in both M&A and capital market transactions across a broad ar-

ray of industries, including financial institutions, media, telecommunications, 

mining, infrastructure, transportation, software and general industrials. He also 

worked at Morgan Stanley in both its M&A and Corporate Finance groups as 

well as a management consultant with AT Kearney. Alfredo has been recognized 

as one of the top investment bankers in Latin America and has been invited as a 

keynote speaker by universities in the Americas, financial and business associa-

tions and media forums over the past 10 years. He has also been recognized by 

the World economic Forum as a Young Global Leader in 2010. Within the WeF 

he is an active participant in different initiatives focused Latin America and on 

the Youth effect. He is deeply involved with nGo’s focused on fostering enter-

penurship and education. Alfredo holds an MBA from the J.L. Kellogg School of 

Management at northwestern university, an MA in Administration, with honors, 

from ITAM in Mexico and a magna cum laude Be in Chemical engineering from 

Manhattan College in new York City.

a l f r e d o  c a p o t e

conclusions
Youth is looking more and more for new models and structures to 

integrate into society. There is a need to facilitate real options that 

can be compelling and attractive to youth. By providing alternative 

programs to the ones in place can certainly facilitate the creation of 

work options that can better balance youth development and pro-

vide, if the business prospers, economic support for the future. or-

ganizations like Pro empleo can be replicated on a global basis and 

thrust forward the potential of youth, more now than ever.
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c a r o l i n a  M ü l l e r - M ö h l

learn money                     

background
“LeARn MoneY” is part of the Global Redesign Initiative established in 2009. 

The initiative addresses the need for current and future generations to have 

access to effective financial literacy programs.

The goal of the initiative “LeARn MoneY” is to improve the financial 

literacy of young adults in German-speaking europe on a sustainable basis 

by following a “top down/bottom-up” approach. This means on one hand 

applying public pressure by increasing awareness of the lack of financial lit-

eracy and its consequences to the wider public through media campaigns 

and through the involvement of opinion leaders (politics’/business/academia/

unions) who voice clear demands (such as to include economics in the stan-

dard curriculum).

on the other hand the initiative wants to have direct impact on the 

financial education on (some) children and young adults by launching in-

novative educational projects and the qualification and support of selected 

existing initiatives and effectively franchising existing “best practice” finan-

cial literacy programs/projects and tools into German-speaking europe. A 

roll-out of the successful prototype into other regions globally and/or target 

groups is envisioned.

Furthermore, the initiative “LeARn MoneY” will establish a sustainable 

“Learn Money” network with a yearly forum/summit.
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initial results
The “LeARn MoneY” Initiative was first presented at the World economic 

Forum in Dalian in 2009. “LeARn MoneY” has been called into action in 

november 2009 with its first official event, a round table high-level discus-

sion in Berlin, with leaders from education, financial institutions and politics 

participating on the subject of financial literacy. At the same time, “LeARn 

MoneY” hit the road with a special supplement of the German newspaper 

DIe WeLT, with a circulation of 700,000 copies across europe, urging and 

calling for financial literacy.

“LeARn MoneY”, with its global messages has already won over well-

known names, such as nobel Peace Prize winner and banker Professor Mo-

hammad Yunus. Professor Yunus will highlight the major aspects of financial 

and consumer literacy, raising awareness about the spending habits of the 

youth of today at the open forum of the WeF in Davos 2010 in a very special 

school lesson for local school children on social business. Cooperation with 

eBS (european Business School) has been established. A “LeARn MoneY” 

conference with speakers from education, business and politics expert on the 

subject of financial literacy will be held in Zurich in Q3/2010.
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Carolina Müller-Möhl is Founder and Chairwoman of the Müller-Möhl Group, 

the investment advisory and wealth management service provider for the Müller-

Möhl family. She is a Member of the Board of Directors of several organizations, 

including nestlé and orascom Development Holding. She is a Member of several 

foundations in the field of education and diversity, including the Pestalozzi Foun-

dation and the KCC Group, and is President of the Jury of the Swiss economic 

Award. Müller-Möhl studied Politics, History and Law at the German university 

of Heidelberg and at the otto-Suhr Institut at the Freie universitat in Berlin. She 

graduated in Political Science and went on to complete further studies at the 

London School of economics and at the europa Institut of the university of Basel, 

Switzerland.

c a r o l i n a  M ü l l e r - M ö h l
the initiative addresses the need 

for current and future generations 
to have access to effective financial 

literacy programs.
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The idea that business management should be treated as a profession and 

therefore be guided by a sense of service to the public good and a code of 

conduct is at least as old as business schools themselves. But for about a 

century it remained that, an idea.

In the early 2000s, in the wake of the enron and WorldCom scandals, a 

group of young leaders from around the world convened by the World eco-

nomic Forum proposed the establishment of a professional code of conduct 

for business managers. Such a code would articulate management’s commit-

ment to the public interest and hold them to the same standards of profes-

sional conduct that are expected of other professions. But the subject proved 

too controversial for its time, in both the corporate and academic sectors. 

With a few exceptions (including a code developed and used since 2005 by 

Thunderbird students) practitioners and academics continued to stubbornly 

refuse to explicitly accept responsibility for managers beyond maximizing 

shareholder returns, and they adhered to no code of conduct beyond simply 

obeying the law. 

unfortunately, it would take the collapse of the global financial system 

in 2008 for the idea to gain wider traction. Suddenly the lack of such a code 

became evident as the world learned first-hand the enormous responsibil-

ity that business leaders hold, not only in their companies, but in society 

at large. By supposedly trying to maximize shareholder value, managers of 

many illustrious firms helped destroy millions of jobs, passed on trillions in 

tax liabilities to their fellow citizens, and, ironically, wiped out billions of 

dollars in shareholders’ equity.

With the pressure mounting and the public trust towards business lead-

ers at historically low levels, the Young Global Leaders in 2009 took up the 

charge again and successfully established the Global Business oath -- a set 

of global principles intended to serve as a guide when business leaders face 

difficult trade-offs and paradoxes while leading their organizations. 

ygl business oath                  

a n g e l  c a b r e r a
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The Global Business oath is now available online at globalbusinesso-

ath.org for all managers and executives worldwide to sign voluntarily. By 

signing this oath, corporate leaders promise to manage their enterprises 

diligently and in good faith. More than 300 business leaders already have 

pledged to lead their organizations according to these principles. one of 

the key strategies to ensuring the broader adoption of this oath is to have 

business school students make the pledge upon graduation, and this effort 

has been driven by young people with a strong desire for upholding a code 

of ethics in business.

The Young Global Leaders, steadfast in their belief that such a code was 

necessary, were successful in their efforts because they made a compelling 

case acknowledging that management is a true profession. They demon-

strated three key premises: 

• The ultimate purpose of management is to serve society by bringing to-

gether people and resources to create sustainable and inclusive prosper-

ity that no single individual can create alone.

• The effects (good and bad) of managerial decisions in the welfare of 

society are amplified by the accumulation of resources under legal cor-

porations.

• A universal code of conduct that spells out a commitment to “doing 

no harm” would be relevant and impactful throughout the practice of 

management.

The YGL initiative was supported from the very beginning by influential schol-

ars nitin nohria and Rakesh Khurana who had been vocal advocates of the 

need to treat management as a true profession. nohria (today Harvard Busi-

ness School dean) and his colleague Khurana, were also instrumental in help-

ing a group of Harvard students create in 2009 the MBA oath (MBAoath.

org, a similar movement oriented towards graduating MBA students. In 2009, 

nohria, Khurana, HBS Prof. R. Kaplan and YGL AngelCabrera of Thunderbird, 

with the support of the YGL community and other international organiza-

tions such as the un Global Compact and the Aspen Institute established The 

oath Project foundation (theoathproject.org) to provide support to existing 

and future initiatives and promote synergies among these various projects 

aiming at the same overarching goal.

serving society and creating sustainable value
Management is a profession that, like the most honourable of professions, 

exists to improve the lives of our fellow human beings through the creative 

application of technical knowledge and personal skill to complex social prob-

lems. Business leaders are value creators and innovators who through their 

enterprises create work opportunities, the provision of goods and services, 

the use of natural resources, and the delivery of financial returns to investors. 

Their ultimate purpose is to serve society by bringing together people and re-

sources to create sustainable and inclusive prosperity that no single individual 

can create alone. 

The very notion of “sustainability” in its full sense—financial, social and 

environmental—is nothing but a recognition that one’s success is tied to the 

success of others and that one’s business strategy must respond to the inter-

ests of multiple stakeholders. Responsible managers understand the inter-

dependencies between their organizations and their communities and they 

develop intentional approaches for dealing with the basic needs of those 

communities. 

True professionals accept their responsibility to provide competitive re-

turns to investors by creating real value for customers, opportunities for 

employees and suppliers, and by minimizing any harmful impact on the 

rest of society. 

This does not mean corporate leaders ought to disregard the need to 

make money for shareholders. on the contrary, professional managers un-

derstand that they must strive to compensate investors for the risks they 

assume, and that only by providing competitive returns to investors they will 

be able to secure future capital to fuel growth and seize new opportunities. 

But they also understand that the long-term viability of their business—and 

the returns to its shareholders—requires that they behave ethically and re-

sponsibly
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the decisions of managers have the power 
to create or destroy value
The impact of management in society has in fact been amplified by recent 

global trends that place the private corporation at the center stage of almost 

all aspects of human activity. Through globalization, deregulation, and priva-

tization, the limited liability corporation in any of its national variations has 

become the dominant social device to create and manage wealth almost 

everywhere in the world.

But we know that, while they may be the best device we have invented 

to create wealth, corporations are by no means risk-free. In the absence of 

perfect markets, narrow-minded profit maximization cannot solve endemic 

problems related to environmental sustainability or social development, 

even under the rule of well-intentioned but nevertheless rationally bounded 

governments. only an enlightened management mindset that incorporates 

a socially sophisticated world view can contribute to the solution of press-

ing social problems.

Managers have enormous responsibility not only in their companies, 

but in society at large. Managers are entrusted with incredible power to 

create or destroy value, and in so doing, affect the lives of thousands if not 

millions of people. This is a power that should not be taken lightly and, as 

with medical or legal professionals, requires professional standards and eth-

ics that govern its use.

managers have enormous responsibility 
not only in their companies, but 
in society at large.
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So I promise that:

I will manage my enterprise diligently and in good faith and will not let per-

sonal considerations and compensation supersede the long-term interest of 

my enterprise and society at large,

I will understand and uphold, both in letter and spirit, the laws and contracts 

governing my own conduct and that of my enterprise,

I will respect and protect the human rights and dignity of all people who are 

affected by my enterprise and will oppose all forms of discrimination and 

exploitation,

I will respect and protect the right of future generations to enjoy a clean and 

resourceful planet,

I will not engage in nor tolerate bribery or any other form of corruption,

I will represent the performance and risks of my enterprise accurately and 

honestly to each of the constituencies that are affected by it, 

I will actively engage in efforts to finding solutions to critical social and envi-

ronmental issues that are central to my enterprise, and

I will invest in my own professional development as well as the development 

of other managers under my supervision.

In exercising my professional duties according to these principles I recognize 

that my behavior must set an example of integrity and responsible conduct. 

Along with the development of the Global Business oath by the Young 

Global Leaders, there have been parallel initiatives around the world, that 

developing a universal code of conduct
The medical and legal professions have long adopted codes of conduct that 

explicitly recognize a commitment to serving the greater good and doing 

no harm. Admittedly, the codes have not eliminated abuses, but they have 

helped shape the attitudes and values of those who practice these profes-

sions and have increased the trust of those who use their services. It is the 

expectation of the Young Global Leaders, that establishing a code of conduct 

for managers will similarly have a significant and lasting impact throughout 

the practice of management.

Their vision was that such a pledge should be universally acceptable and 

should capture the essence of the management profession. It would make 

business professionals aware of their responsibilities, and it would contribute 

to strengthen the idea of management as an honourable profession.

After nearly a decade of dialogue and research to establish a universal 

oath that would be relevant across cultures and industries, the Young Global 

Leaders established the following pledge:

As a business leader I recognize that:

one The enterprise I lead must serve the greater good by bringing 

together people and resources to create value that no single individual 

can create alone,

TWo My decisions can have far-reaching consequences that affect the 

wellbeing of individuals inside and outside my enterprise, today and to-

morrow,

THRee As I reconcile the interests of different constituencies, I will face 

choices that are not easy for me and others.
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it would make business professionals aware of 
their responsibilities, and it would contribute 
to strengthen the idea of management as an 
honourable profession.
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have recently come together under the umbrella of newly established foun-

dation called the The oath Project. The foundation was established to serve 

as a platform or “hub” that supports and enhances the work of the many 

individuals and organizations who have committed themselves to advancing 

the concept of the oath worldwide.

In 2006, Thunderbird School of Global Management became the first 

business school in the world to adopt a “Professional oath of Honor,” for 

its graduates after President AngelCabrera, one of the Young Global Lead-

ers behind the original oath discussions, challenged students to lead such an 

initiative. The Thunderbird oath, which included a commitment to act with 

honesty and integrity, respect basic human rights, combat corruption and 

create real, sustainable value, was incorporated in the admissions process, 

the curriculum and the graduation ceremonies.

Following the collapse of the global financial system, the concept of an 

oath began to gain wider traction and publicity, and in the latter part of 2008 

influential thought leaders such as World economic Forum founder Klaus 

Schwab and Harvard professors Rakesh Khurana and nitin nohria began to 

publicly argue for the need to establish a “Hippocratic oath” for business.

In 2009, a group of students at Harvard also asked MBA graduates to 

sign a voluntary pledge to serve the greater good and to create sustainable 

economic, social, and environmental prosperity worldwide. over half of the 

graduating class signed a so-called “MBA oath,” which has since spread to 

dozens of business schools worldwide. 

To date, many business leaders have acknowledged their responsibility 

by taking the first step in signing one or more of these global oaths.

Some argue that such an oath will do little to stop the type of behaviour 

that fuelled the 2008 meltdown. Medical and legal professionals have licens-

es to lose when they misbehave; managers do not. This is true. But an oath 

will help establish criteria for management malpractice and will put business 

professionals on the hook for shareholder and peer scrutiny. 

In the future the oath may become part of a professional certification or 

licensing system, but there is no reason to avoid action until then. even as a 

voluntary public statement, the oath will give managers the courage to con-

sider ethical dilemmas and make decisions about values at the start of their 

careers – before they find themselves surrounded by temptations to cheat, 

cut corners or look the other way while others violate shared standards of 

conduct.
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Angel Cabrera is president of Thunderbird School of Global Management and a 

Young Global Leader. under his leadership, the Professional oath of Honor was 

established at Thunderbird. He co-led the YGL oath initiative, chaired the interna-

tional taskforce that authored the Principles of Responsible Management educa-

tion, presented to the un in 2007, and co-founded the oath Project Foundation.

a n g e l  c a b r e r a

the oath will give managers the courage 
to consider ethical dilemmas and make decisions 
about values at the start of their careers.
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Sometimes I feel that we expect too much from young people. The burden of 

being “the future” of an increasing complex and turbulent World is for sure 

not an easy task. Many times the youth is unfairly accused (like if all kids were 

the same) of being selfish and unmotivated. The truth is that there are many 

outstanding kids, some I know personally, who are leaders within their own 

communities. Teenagers who, at their young age, are already true role mod-

els among their people, from rural Bangladesh to urban areas in uK and from 

modern Australia to remote villages of Tanzania. But we need more young 

leaders that have a positive impact in their communities. The purpose of this 

chapter is to serve as a toolkit for inspiring young people from all around the 

World to become change makers of the present and shapers of the future.

building the future, inspiring the youth 
j a v i e r  g a r c i a

 
Figure 1: A group of Young Global Leaders visiting a school in Ammam, Jordan. 

The girls asked us how to become leaders in their own communities and men-

tioned how important education is for them to achieve their personal goals. YGL 

Summit, Jordan (2009)
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key Messages

InSPIRInG FoR A PuRPoSe. The people who inspire us have a strong influ-

ence on our lives. Their positive or negative impact on us depends on choos-

ing the right role models.

RoLe MoDeLS FoR THe S. XXI. The new generation needs to find its own 

role models, which values will shape the future.

uSInG THe WeB 2.0 To InSPIRe YounG PeoPLe. The web is a power-

ful and efficient way to inspire the youth by making role models and great 

causes attractive and widely accessible.
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inspiring for a purpose
When I think what made me the kind of person that I am today, besides 

all the cultural and economical circumstances I live in, what it immediately 

comes to my mind are two or three people that have been key in my life: my 

grandfather, my high school chemistry teacher and my best friend, who I re-

cently visited to meet his youngest son. each of them had a strong influence 

on me, on the way I see things, I relate with others and I make decisions. But 

what makes these people so especial, different from the rest of thousands of 

people I met during my life? I am convinced that the reason is that they were 

so inspiring to me. Somehow, without being aware of that, I wanted to be 

like them at different points in my life.

How can we inspire the next generation to fulfill its aspirations? Who will 

be the role models of the s. XXI? 

role models for the s. xxi
We all can cite great role models. Some may be famous scientists, artists, 

writers, or even politicians or bankers. But who will be the role models of 

this century? Many of them will be people born after year 2000. Should, 

then, we educate our kids using our own role models or should we let them 

chose their own? 

each person chooses each own role models, but as a culture we also have 

some people that are widely admired, cited in text books and have statues in 

the main spares of our towns. They are a powerful way to communicate values 

and inspire the next generation to follow their (widely shared) principles. 

Maybe, your and my favourite role moles are not regularly on TV. other 

(less admirable) people seem to fill all of the TV hours. However, it is not 

only TV time what makes role models (it makes celebrities) but how inspir-

ing there are to us. 

using the web 2.0 to inspire young people 
one thing is clear; the generation gap is getting bigger with time. When as I 

was a teenager, I did not have access to internet or to a cell phone, and we 

should not forget this, because this is the main way kids interact and learn 

about the world (see Same Statistics). 

Have you ever thought who the “facebook friends” of your children are 

(besides their “physical friends”? What facebook groups they are part of? 

And what celebrity they are following in twitter? We never had the opportu-

nity to know about our favourite singer so much as our kids can know using 

social networking sites. I like to see this as an opportunity. The challenge is to 

make the right choices attractive. Thousands of people organize themselves 

using the web to support great causes. It has never been easier to do good. 

now we have the means and the tools. The next step is to inspire the new 

generation to use them in a positive way. Let´s see now some examples on 

how to use the web and role models to inspire young people.
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case study 1
an on-line global experiment for the 
international year of chemistry
united nations has declared 2011 as the International Year of Chem-

istry. School students around the world are invited to contribute to a 

Global experiment, which will possibly become the biggest chemistry 

experiment ever. The activities that make up the experiment will help 

students appreciate and understand one of earth’s most critical re-

sources, water. At the same time, students will contribute to an online 

global map, reporting on their own data.

This activity aims to connect thousands of teenagers from all 

around the World, sharing their passion for science and contributing 

to a great experiment that they can be part of. Being a scientist for 

day can be a truly inspiring experience for many students. The web al-

lows for making this possible. I wish this had been doable when I was 

a kid, when I was making crazy experiments in the basement of my 

parents’ house.

case study 2 ’

great scientists as role models to inspire the youth
In 2007, Spain celebrated its national Year of Science. This year coin-

cided with the one hundred anniversary of Dmitri Mendeleev´s death, 

the father of the Periodic Table, and a hero for many scientists for his 

determination (he was the youngest of a Siberian family of 17 chil-

dren) and creativity (he was not only a great chemist, but also an as-

tronomer and a formidable inventor). Therefore, we decided to pro-

pose him as a role model for the Spanish kids during that year.

Activities like science fairs, chemical demonstrations or experi-

ments are useful to communicate knowledge, but they fail to inspire 

and to transmit values. Great scientists, many with the exceptional 

lives, are great role models to inspire the youth. 

For example, we started a cartoons content on the life on Dimi-

tri Mendeleev (that we expanded to other scientists in the following 

years) with great success. The students not only learned about the life 

of this great Russian chemist, but also how he improved the quality 

of life on many thanks to his contributions, personal effort, and hard 

work. 

 

Figure 2. A page of the contest winner cartoon story of Dimitri Mendeleev. 
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Javier Garcia is Co-Founder, Director and Chief Technology officer of Rive Tech-

nology, a clean energy company, commercializing advanced catalyst technology. 

He has been recognized as a leader in nanotechnology and materials science. 

In 2005, he was awarded the europa Medal, an honour given annually to the 

outstanding european chemist under the age of 35. He also received the Silver 

Medal of the european Young Chemist Award in 2006. In 2007, Garcia Marti-

nez received the TR 35 Award from MIT’s Technology Review magazine. Garcia 

Martinez received his BS, MS and PhD in Chemistry at the university of Alicante, 

Spain, where he currently leads the Laboratory of Molecular nanotechnology. 

Garcia Martinez is Titular Member of the International union of Pure and Ap-

plied Chemistry (IuPAC) where he works to promote a more sustainable use of 

chemistry and raise public appreciation and understanding of science. He was 

selected by the Spanish Postal Service to design a stamp commemorating the 

periodic table of the elements, one of the cornerstones of chemistry. More than 

45 million copies of the stamp have been issued. 

j a v i e r  g a r c i a

 

conclusions 
each person needs to find his/her own role models that inspire him 

or her. They change our lives and shape our future. Because of this, 

inspiring young people is probably the most effective and powerful 

way to build the next wave of leaders and change makers that will, 

in their own way, shape the xxi century. The Web 2.0 is a powerful 

and effective way to make their attractive and widely accessible, so 

young people from all around the World can learn from there and be 

inspired by their extraordinary lives.

same statistics
1. over 1200 students organized by the national School Boards As-

sociation in the uSA, 9- to 17-year olds in the uSA spend 10 hours a 

week watching TV compared to 9 hours a week on web-based social 

networking activities. 

2. An astonishing 96 percent of students who have online access re-

port that they have used social networking technologies. 

3. nearly 60 percent of students use social networking to discuss ed-

ucation-related topics, and more than 50 

percent specifically discuss schoolwork to 

support their education.

These statistics are from the study Creating 

& Connecting: Research and Guidelines on

online Social—and educational—network-

ing. national School Boards Association. 

2007.

Figure 3. “Dmitri Mendeleev” with some students 

during the Science Day in Murcia, Spain
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In 1996 Alberto C. Vollmer entered Rum Santa Teresa - a 203 year-old family 

business in Venezuela - as a bottling supervisor. Three years later the com-

pany was on the brink of bankruptcy and Alberto was asked to step into 

the driver’s seat and lead the turn-around. A year later the effort proved 

successful. Meanwhile, Hugo Chávez was elected President of Venezuela, at 

which point Alberto’s leadership was to be seriously tested. This chapter has 

three tools which could help for disarming the bomb of fear and replacing 

it with hope. For 10 years Alberto has had this approach to facing conflict, 

transforming crisis into opportunity and turning adversaries into allies for the 

construction of a common vision.

three steps to hope
one fear - rein in your fear and invade your counterparts “territory” with 

optimism. 

Fear is a very primitive emotion and like any emotion it is difficult to realize 

when that state has taken control of your thoughts and actions. It’s normal 

to react with despair or anger. In part I I’ll go through some mechanisms to 

explain how to change the game and reframe a situation.

TWo trust - build trust through basic diagnosis, soft leadership, a common 

vision, an unconditional constructive attitude and negotiation. 

Trust is the utter foundation of value and your relationship must be successful 

both for you as for your counterpart. To build trust, both you and your coun-

terpart need to understand yourselves first and then each other. This is done 

through listening, through understanding interests and visions and through 

adhering to a constructive attitude. This will permit you to move away from 

short term positions and build value through creativity. We are often told 

“never negotiate with bullies”, but not everybody has access to that luxury, 

nor is it always the right decision. So how do you do this?

sharing life skills               

a l b e r t o  v o l l M e r
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THRee people - unleash both parties down the course of action. 

Problems are always due to people, but so are the true advances of 

humanity. The challenge any leader has is to bring out the best in peo-

ple. A leader is like a talented musician who can play music from any 

instrument he is given. People precede any strategy, therefore first 

comes the “who” and the “what” will follow.
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FouR Quickly try to understand what sparked the fear you felt. Where did it 

come from? What did you read and how? Why do you fear it?

FIVe “Kill the hostage”. This may sound extreme, but when fear is involved, 

there is something you fear you might lose. Go ahead and dispose of it be-

fore it is taken and eliminate that source of uncertainty from the equation. 

It’s only a mental exercise that will make you stronger. You must take the 

high-ground and mentally position yourself where you have nothing to lose. 

The flip-side is that from then on you have everything to win. Don’t dwell on 

what you may lose; focus on what you must win. This is a new “virtual real-

ity” to which you must now adapt. Don’t waste time. You will feel a certain 

redemption and new energy to plow ahead.

SIX Focus on your breathing, get it right. It’s all in the stomach! Do it slowly.

SeVen engage your “enemy” or counterpart. There is nothing worse than 

waiting for the kick-off whistle to go off. Make the first move, but make it 

smoothly; don’t be clumsy. Remember there is no referee, so set the pace and 

the strategy before someone else does.

eIGHT Change the energy within you. Remember, you play to win, not just 

to run around on the field! This new energy is called optimism, inspiration, 

vision or whatever you prefer.

nIne Hope is a winner. A different vision of the future will help you twist your 

way out of entrenched positions, traps, manipulations, hijacks, psychological 

kidnaps and the apparent convenience of short term gratification.

Ten Bond with your counterpart. Change the energy of the relationship 

without falling into the Stockholm syndrome. In the absence of powerful 

leverage to oblige him to change his mind, the only way you’ll manage to 

change your counterpart’s vision is if you are able to bond with him or her. 

So, get to work, change the game, reframe.

This is a simple step-by-step. Reality will be different, but practice this with 

the small things and eventually it will become second nature. When the big-

one comes along, hopefully you’ll be prepared.

By now with any luck, you’ve been able to change the dynamics of the 

situation; you’ve prepared the ground for your next step which is to build 

trust with a person or an organization. You cannot waist time, take advan-

tage of the momentum you have initiated.

fear
Fear is definitely the most primitive emotion we have. It is a built-in mecha-

nism of survival, it keeps us alive, it makes us react faster and more intuitively 

than any other reflex we have. Fear shoots off a squirt of adrenaline through 

our body to make us move, wake up and endure. In fractions of a second 

our heart starts pounding, our hands start sweating, we may feel cold, our 

stomach acts up, our pupils dilate and in some cases our hair may slightly 

adjust on our scalp or back. These defense mechanisms may keep us alive.

However, other things may also occur. We might freeze or paralyze. We 

might get tunnel vision or stop listening at all. We may close off to observing 

any of our senses that are also there to keep us safe. When this happens we 

must be careful not to just want to jump into thin air.

I have reached a personal hypothesis that fear is the worst insult to a per-

son and it can be “smelt” from afar. even your adversary should be respected 

by you and by doing so; you will convey a message of respect. He will sense 

that respect and the lack of fear and as a result will act differently. You must 

bring him up to your level and set his new standard.

overcoming fear may be achieved by anyone who practices. There is 

nothing embarrassing in feeling fear. until he died, Admiral nelson of the 

British Fleet would get sea-sick when at sea. Fear is precisely a precondition 

to bravery.

10 STePS To oVeRCoMe FeAR

I have used this simple step-by-step method to overcome fear in varied oc-

casions. Imagine you have just been overcome by fear as you confront an 

adversary who has more “power” than you, or that you are about to take a 

difficult decision for which you think you are not prepared.

one Look up, not down. (The first thing one does when experiencing fear is 

to look slightly down. That does not help).

TWo While looking up, your mind will start looking for options ahead.

THRee “Breathe with your stomach”. Take long breaths of air and calm 

down. Your heart rate should slow down a little and probably you will stop 

secreting adrenaline. You already know you are in danger; you don’t neces-

sarily need more adrenaline in your rational flow of thoughts.
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trust
Trust is like mercury. You can’t catch it if you chase it. It comes to you if you 

put the right mechanisms into play. Trust is something that results from being 

consistent with the right messages. It is the result of being honest, transpar-

ent, of being understanding and true to commitments.

Trust is the basis of civilization, the foundation of value, the reason for credit 

which means “to believe in”. In Asia Trust is directly related to “face”. To 

loose face in Asia means to disappear from society. Some commit suicide as 

the only dignified escape from disgrace.

Building trust is not always simple. Trust or distrust invariably precedes our 

reputation. Therefore if we are thinking of medium or long term, trustworthi-

ness is always the smartest route. Shortcuts end by being costly. Building trust 

however, may take time, but in the end will always make it to the finish line.

TWo SoLID TooLS To BuILD TRuST

 In the scale of difficulty, building trust is a notch higher than overcoming fear, 

but it gets easier with practice. Most importantly, as your reputation for being 

trustworthy spreads, the easier it gets to open doors.

To build trust I recommend you use the 7 elements of negotiation devel-

oped by the Harvard negotiation Project (Professors Fisher, Patton and ury)25 

and what I call The Change Tool26.

But before you embark on using these tools, beware! It is important you 

understand an attitude shift is necessary. This new attitude will precede a 

different behavior which will entail patience, listening, asking questions and 

“soft leadership.” It is a different way of seeing life and especially people.

Another requirement is that as you go about changing the game and 

building trust, you also commit to being unconditionally constructive. That 

doesn’t mean you can’t play hard ball when necessary, but as long as it is 

constructively. This new attitude will ensure you build true trust in the long 

run. As soon as you become destructive, you will be trapped in a downward 

spiral and trust will be extremely difficult to achieve. Having said this, it is 

crucial to be alert for tricks from your adversary. Remember this takes time. 

Don’t walk away the first time you catch him or her out. Trustworthy does 

not mean gullible either. Remember to be hard with the problem, while being 

soft with the person. This cognitive dissidence will permit you to be frank, 

while staying close to your counterpart. Tough love is the way to go if you 

can position yourself for this kind of relationship. Build agreements without 

giving in to your principles, be patient.

25 Read Getting to Yes – Roger Fisher, Bruce 
Patton and William ury and Getting Past no – 
William ury.

26 Change Tool – credits for the Harvard negotia-
tion Project (this is the name I have given it). 
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5. Relationship. Start by describing the relationship today. Then define how 

you would like it to be. Having done that, try to understand why the rela-

tionship is how it is and not how it should be. Finally ask what initiatives 

are necessary to take the relationship to what it should be.

6. options. Having understood the interests, the legitimacy behind the ar-

guments, the alternatives, the relationship and the communication, your 

“zone for possible agreement” is much clearer. With this in hand, it is 

important to be creative and propose as many options as possible that 

may satisfy both sides. It is important to stay away from positions and be 

as creative as possible so as to be as efficient as possible on closing the 

agreement.

7. Commitment. Documenting an agreement is often where great negotia-

tions fall apart. This final stage of the negotiation can easily become a 

negotiation in itself concerning collaterals, terms, responsibilities, dead-

lines, etc. It’s crucial to get all the right resources aligned to wrap up and 

close the negotiation definitely.

SeConD TooL The Change Tool28

Many times we face a problem and we don’t know how to bite into it or how 

to begin to solve it. Following is a simple tool that helps bite into problems 

rationally and make change take place.

Remember, you’re at a negotiation table; you need to take the upper hand, 

since your counterpart has a stronger alternative or stronger ‘deck of cards’. 

To do this it is important to achieve ‘autoritas’ or respect for your capacity to 

dissect the problem and understand it throughout. Your counterpart will be 

grateful for what he’s learning; he’ll be appreciative of your earnest and sincere 

effort to understand the situation and him specifically. He will feel he’s taken 

into account and bonding based on respect and understanding will occur. 

1. Begin at the lower left hand quadrant. on the left column of this quad-

rant list all the elements that describe your situation today.

2. on the right column of this quadrant list all the elements that describe 

the desired situation.

3. Move upwards to the top left quadrant and list all the reasons why you 

are in today’s situation and not in the desired situation. A SWoT analysis 

can also be useful to identify key causes. 

4. Move to the left - top right quadrant - and each reason in the diagnosis 

quadrant should have an initiative that derives from it on the strategy 

quadrant.

Trust breeds trust and where you have achieved that credibility, there 

will be fertile soil to plant new concepts and values. You will have an open 

door to creative solutions; you will have the opportunity to teach, to learn, 

to influence and to build enduring value, friendships, further credibility and 

momentum.

Building trust is a process that is a result of attitude, body-language and 

process. You must be true all the way through.

FIRST TooL The 7 elements – Harvard negotiation Project27

Before beginning have a very clear idea of what parties are involved and 

which issues you are going to talk about. Remember, you’re taking this “en-

emy” to the negotiation table. You need him there, because he has a much 

stronger position and can crush with almost no effort. You need him to be at 

that table, therefore you must become the teacher. Look up the definition of 

“autoritas”. Take the upper hand. 

1. Interests. understand your interests well and try to understand your 

counterpart’s interests even beter. Interests are not positions. Interests 

may be fears, aspirations or beliefs. Interests generally are what stand 

behind the positions your adversary upholds. Go beyond the position 

and understand the deep rooted interests that move your counterpart.

2. Alternatives. Analyze with a clear mind what you would do if things 

didn’t work out. This is like killing the hostage. It’s important you under-

stand how strong you are on your own and also how strong your adver-

sary’s ‘pack of cards’ really is. What will he do if you walk off, or what are 

the consequences if he walks off. once you’ve discovered your BATnA 

(Best Alternative To A negotiated Agreement) see if you can strengthen 

it and once you’ve determined which is your opponent’s BATnA see if 

you can “steal it’s thunder”.

3. Legitimacy. These are the facts that will back up arguments on both sides. 

While you prepare, you must have a clear idea of all the possible facts that 

may endorse your arguments. Also do your homework and understand 

what facts endorse your rival’s arguments, what facts you can weaken.

4. Communication. Communication is about process. Have a clear idea of 

your purpose in this negotiation, what product you want to walk out 

with, which are the people involved and what they are like? What level 

of decision or commitment they have? Prepare what the process should 

be like: how do you open? What’s the agenda? What role each player 

has? Who says what when? How and through whom do I want to con-

vey which message?

27 this is only a brief description of the 7 elements. for 
a proper understanding of the methodology i recom-
mend the course at harvard.

28 the change tool is not the real name for this tool. 
it can also be looked up
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Alberto Vollmer is executive President of Ron Santa Teresa, an established rum 

distiller. The Vollmer family has been producing rum since 1857; today, the com-

pany is the second-largest rum distiller in Venezuela. The 5000 acre family-owned 

hacienda has evolved into one of Venezuela’s most modern agro-industrial com-

plexes, harvesting over 28,000 tonnes of sugar cane per year, used to make 

rum and also to produce Venezuela’s best-selling granulated sugar. Before taking 

control of the company in 1999, Vollmer worked for the alternative housing de-

partment of a state government, helping to build public housing. He is involved 

in several social projects including Proyecto Alcatraz, a social rehabilitation pro-

gramme for gang members. He is also active in the Vollmer Foundation, founded 

in 1987 for the protection and cataloging of family archives. Vollmer was edu-

cated in the uS, europe and Venezuela, and holds a degree in Civil engineering. 

He has also completed Conflict Resolution courses at Harvard Law School. 

a l b e r t o  v o l l M e r

5. From there, move to the lower right hand quadrant and each initia-

tive from the Strategy quadrant should have a corresponding action 

plan.

6. After having carried out the different action plans it’s good to re-

view what worked and what didn’t. Depending on that, you can go 

backwards from Action Plan, to Strategy, to Diagnosis to see if there is 

room for improvement.

conclusion
These are a few easy but vital tools any leader needs to advance in 

his or her mission in life. The thing about leadership is that it usually 

is the result of some kind of conflict or crisis. In any case, leadership 

is synonymous of change and people.

As I said before, these tools are VeRY useful, but they are not fool-

proof. As a leader, whenever you fail, learn from your failure, learn 

from your mistakes and from the journey you chose. Remember it was 

your decision.

Also remember leadership is a lonely business. The reason you’re 

leading is because you’re right up there at the front and you’re ready 

to take on the responsibility.

If things go wrong remember this other Venezuelan saying: “What 

doesn’t kill you makes you stronger.”

The Santa Teresa Flasher

The last tool I would like to share with you is the Santa Teresa flasher. 

Santa Teresa is the rum company I lead in Venezuela and when up 

against a challenge we just read the prayer on the flasher. We also 

have a rule which consists in carrying it around at all times. not carry-

ing the flasher is taxed with a round of drinks. This powerful prayer 

was written by Rabindranath Tagore.
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Imagine a room full of young people seated in front of you. How do you 

start? You want them to like you, to trust you, to engage in conversation. 

What do you say?

Really. What words do you use? How do you greet a room full of teenag-

ers in a way that won’t make them think you are so old that you don’t have 

anything relevant to share?

• The key isn’t to be “cool.” Don’t bother with cool. Instead, strive for au-

thentic. The worst thing you can do with an audience of young people 

is trying too hard to speak “on their level.” For example, if “Yo!” isn’t a 

routine part of your vocabulary, this is a terrible time to start using sprin-

kling it into conversation. Just be yourself.

• Ask specific questions. “What do you think?” is a very broad question and 

it will often be met by silence. “What do you think of the legal voting age 

being reduced to 16?” is a question that will inspire exhilarating debate.

• using lots of “!” and raising the tone of your voice isn’t an effective 

means of stirring excitement. using short sentences and speaking in 

sound bites will get your young crowd engaged.

• Speak from the heart, not from a page. If you truly want young people to 

be part of the conversation, part of leading, then speak with them, not at 

them. Reading a prepared speech is alienating. Similarly, speaking off the 

top of your head is a sign that you don’t value young people enough to 

take the time to prepare. Instead, consider speaking off an outline.

n a n c y  l u b l i n

speaking to youth                     
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• Don’t be dismissive. You might not Tweet, but making fun of Twitter or 

joking about how little you understand social media only serves to dis-

tance yourself from your audience. It’s okay if you’re not Mr Facebook, 

but don’t make fun of young people for utilizing it.

• Mingle. Make sure you have time to do more than just shake hands. 

If you genuinely believe in young people’s ability to lead change, stick 

around long enough to listen to what they have to say. Bond with a few 

of them one-on-one. Tell them how they can keep in contact with you 

or give them your business card.

• Cite hard facts and numbers. They will trust you if they believe you. Plus, 

if you arm them with data, they will spread the word.

• Don’t be insulted if you see them on laptops and phones. And, don’t ask 

them to turn those things off. You want them tweeting and updating 

and texting!

• Don’t assume that you know more than they do. This generation is actu-

ally extremely well-informed and has access to data at their fingertips.

• Remember that most social change has actually been driven by young 

people outside official channels of power. The Berlin Wall was torn down 

by frustrated young people. Most democracy movements are led by stu-

dent agitators. 

• Leave the tie at home. Wearing ripped jeans is a bad idea too. You ought 

to look professional, but not stiff. Your appearance should convey the 

notion that you respect them.

• Firm handshakes are still good. So is a pat on the back or a other in-

formal (yet appropriate) physical contact. Break that barrier between 

speaker and audience.

• Listen. We have two ears and one mouth for a reason—we should listen 

66% of the time! Don’t assume that you know how young people will 

react. They are an unpredictable, diverse generation. Listen and learn.
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nancy Lublin is Chief executive officer of Do Something , an organization that 

inspires young people to lead social change. She turned the organization from 

an “old school” not-for-profit, with offices in multiple cities nationwide, to a fast-

moving Internet company, capturing the attention of a generation of doers with 

television properties and mobile applications. She is considered a leader in the teen 

marketing space. Prior to Do Something, Lublin founded Dress for Success, which 

has offices in over 80 cities in six countries. Lublin has a BA in Politics from Brown 

university, a MLitt in Political Science from the university of oxford (where she was 

a Marshall Scholar) and a JD from the new York university School of Law.

n a n c y  l u b l i n

speak from the heart, not from a page. 
if you truly want young people to be part 

of the conversation, part of leading, 
then speak with them, not at them.
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t h a n k  y o u
for taking the time to learn from our ex-
periences! please share your own stories 
with us at www.youtheffect.org and use 
our tweet size chapter summaries to help 
us promote the youth effect on twitter:

“How do we utilize the enormous potential of youth to influence the broader 

society and effect real change?” David Jones

 

“People are true changemakers. How do we enlarge physical and mental 

spaces to let youth into the leadership sphere?” Penny Low

 

“Leaders need to understand what matters to today’s youth. How do we i

volve this generation?” Honorable Scott Brison

 

“How do we motivate youth into action and involve them in the democratic 

process?” Juan Mario Laserna and Christine Balling

 

“Youth are important Champions of Global Dignity. How do we provide them 

the opportunities to develop?” HRH Crown Prince Haakon

 

“Youth can transcend the pressures of social divisions. How do we utilize 

their social competitive advantages?” Wilmot Allen

 

Focus on reaching young people instead of simply finding them. How do we 

“integrate and not infiltrate”? Josh Spear



 

“Today’s youth are “digital natives” of social media. How can employers 

manage Gen Y?” Lucian Tarnowski

 

“Today’s children are born in a world of unlimited communication. How do 

foster creative innovation among them?” Adrian Cheok

 

“Integrated media campaigns are successful in reaching the youth. What was 

the Shuga campaign in Kenya?” Bhavneet Singh

 

“We need to unleash the creative potential of youth.  How do we transform 

the classroom to grow leadership?” Jennifer Corriero

 

“Facilitating meetings are key to engaging the youth. How do you success-

fully structure and conduct these meetings?” Yair Goldfinger

 “Youth are not only the future, but also present leaders. How do we make 

them a part of setting the agenda?” Teresa Kennedy

 

“How do we engage and empower marginalized youth, especially female 

youth, to bring about transformational change?” Lorna Solis

 

“When youth are obsessed with a new idea, they display true entrepreneurial 

streak. How do we encourage them?” Kingsley Bangwell

 

“Being an entrepreneur can be a viable development tool for youth. How do 

we foster youth entrepreneurship?” Alfredo Capote

 

“We need to address the lack of financial literacy among youth. What is the 

“LeARn MoneY” initiative?” Carolina Müller-Möhl

 

“Good managers are socially conscious and responsible. How do we shape 

young business leaders to serve society? ” Angel Cabrera

 

“Role models inspire youth to become change makers of the present & 

shapers the future. How do we inspire them?” Javier Garcia

 

“Be hard with the problem and soft with the person. How do we help youth 

overcome fear and build trust?” Alberto Vollmer

 

“understanding youth communication styles is crucial to engaging them. 

How should we communicate with teenagers?” nancy Lublin 
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